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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Oveniew 

The motivation for this research was twofold. The first was to explore measures 

of information system success. The second, to investigate the influence of user 

variables, specifically attitude, belief and levels of user involvement, on 

information system success. 

Although researchers agree that the aggregate organisational benefit derived 

from an information system is the best measure of success, no practical 

instrument has been employed to measure this benefit. Rather, a number of 

surrogate measures, specifically system use and user information satisfaction have 

been employed. This research explores a new measure, the "fit to objectives", as 

an appropriate and practical measure for information system success. It also uses 

this measure to establish the relationship between information system success 

and user involvement. 

User attitude, user belief and levels of user involvement have all been examined 

by previous research and are postulated to be positively associated to information 

system success. However, in testing the above postulations previous research has 

achieved mixed results. The major constraints in verifying the above has been a 
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lack of accepted definitions, inappropriate measures, and poor methodologies. 

With the growth in the importance of the user in information systems 

development, a better understanding of the behavioural influences relating to the 

user is required. In examining these user influences, this research employs tested 

and proven measures based on past research from the information systems, 

organisational behaviour, and psychological disciplines. 

The research is both exploratory and empirical in nature. A focus throughout has 

been on the practical application of constructs and instruments and providing 

contributions to both information system practitioners and researchers alike. 

The remainder of the chapter defines the terms used, highlights some 

assumptions about the reader and provides a,n outline of the thesis. 

1.2 Definition of Terms 

In any research regarding information systems, a wide array of acronyms and 

specific terminology is usually found. It is assumed that the reader is familiar 

with most common terminology. The contemporary term, infonnation system/s, 

has been used consistently throughout to refer to the general area of computing, 

data processing' (DP), electronic data processing (EDP) and management 

information systems (MIS). 
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Although the specific definitions of each of the major constructs is dealt with in 

the body of the text, the following points should be noted. The terms attitude and 

user attitude are interchanged throughout the text. Similarly, belief and user belief 

are also interchanged within the text. Although both attitude and belief in most 

situations are plural, the singular version has been used as a standard. 

The term infonnation systems staff is used to describe people falling within the 

information systems department of an organisation, who are involved in, and 

responsible for, the provision of information systems within organisations. The 

terms system designer and systems developer are also used with reference to the 

infonnation system staff. The term user has been used ubiquitously throughout the 

text. A more detailed discussion regarding the user is dealt with in the following 

chapter. 

1.3 Assumptions about the Reader 

In presenting this thesis, certain assumptions about the reader have been made. 

His information systems knowledge includes an understanding of the accepted 

principles and approaches to information systems development, and the roles of 

the information system staff therein. 

Although the research examines attitude and belief, which are regarded as the 

domain of the discipline of psychology, the reader is not required to have a 
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significant knowledge of this area, and in the discussion; broad psychological 

definitions are used. 

In terms of statistical testing, the reader is assumed to have a sufficient 

grounding in statistical theory, including techniques for determining normality of 

data and measures of association. Although some discussion regarding the terms 

and techniques used for the statistical analysis is provided, this is only at a 

summarised level. The theoretical foundation and operation of statistical 

techniques employed is not dealt with at all. 

1.4 Thesis Outline 

This chapter (Chapter 1), already dealt with, provides an overview of the 

research. Chapters 2 and 3 together provide a summary of prior research. The 

summary has been divided into two chapters to allow for easy reading, and 

focuses on the two specific areas of the study, namely, measuring information 

system success. and user influences on information system success. Chapter 4 

details how the central questions and hypotheses for this research were 

developed. Chapter 5 provides an outline of the research methodology employed. 

Chapter 6 covers both the analysis of results and the discussion. Chapter 7 

documents the specific contribution of this research, areas for further research 

and provides overall conclusions. 
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2. SUMMARY OF PRIOR RESEARCH 

2.1 Introduction 

Behavioural information systems research began towards the end of 1970's and 

since then has grown quickly into a major field of study within information 

systems research. The growth in the importance of the user i~ information 

systems success, and the need to quantify and measure information system 

success, have been the forces driving behavioural information system research. 

Previous research into information system success has been restricted by the lack 

of a standard definition and measurement for information system success. 

Although a number of surrogate measures for information system success have 

been used, namely, user information satisfaction and system use, major flaws in 

their application have been highlighted. A new approach, the "fit to objectives" 

measure, is outlined in this chapter and developed further in later chapters. 

In investigating users and the extent to which they influence information system 

success, researchers have concentrated on user involvement and user attitude. 

Both constructs have been plagued by multiple definitions and measurements. 

and a lack of theoretical foundation. However, a number of researchers 

(Goodhue, 1988; Ives and Olson, 1984; Swanson.1982) conducted reviews of 
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previous research and the field of study is moving towards a more theoretical 

foundation. 

User attitude, user belief, and user involvement are the three user variables 

examined within this research and a review of previous research is dealt with in 

Chapter 3. Finally, a development framework for information system success, 

focusing on the user's role and those factors influencing the user is examined in 

Chapter 3. 

1.2 A History of Behavioural Information Systems Research 

Information systems as a research discipline can be dated back, at most, to the 

last three decades. Thus, it must still be considered a young discipline 

(Culnan,1986; Miller,1989). To date, research has mostly focused on the technical 

aspects of information systems. In the early 1970's, operations research and 

management science began contributing to the field of information systems 

(Robey,1979). Although Lucas did some pioneering (-1973, 1975), it was only 

towards the end of the 1970's that information systems began to receive attention 

from a behavioural perspective, with researchers focusing on the managerial and 

personnel impact of information systems (Elizur and Guttman, 1979; Maish, 1979; 

Robey, 1979; Schewe, 1976 ). 

In a more recent article, "The Social Determinants of Information Systems", 

Robertson ( 1989) references Kling as saying: 
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" .... the first thing we learn, is that computers by themselves 'do' 
nothing to 'anybody"' 

The above quotation emphasises the importance of the human aspect of 

information systems, and suggests that without human involvement, any 

information system is meaningless. Behavioural information systems research 

focuses on the human elements of information systems - the user and the 

information systems developer. Focusing on these components of the information 

system, it examines areas such as the impact of information systems on 

organisational structures, user attitudes and beliefs, patterns of communication, 

and the shifting of power within organisations as a result of information systems 

usage (Keen, 1981 ). 

The increased emphasis on the behavioral aspects of information system research 

has come about as a result of the rise in the importance of the user within 

information systems (Carroll,1982; Loewenberg,1985), and the need to determine 

the business or organisational benefits derived from information systems 

(Cerullo,1980; De Brabander and Edstrom,1977; Ives and Olson,1984; 

Miller,1989; Srinivasan,1985; Tait and Vessey,1988). 

2.3 The Importance of the User 

In order to understand the move towards considering the importance of the user, 

it is essential firstly to isolate who is and who is not a user of an information 
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system. Miller ( 1989) defines a user of an information system as someone who 

is "high enough to influence the flow of resources and is also a knowledgeable 

participant in the business function to be supported". Physical use of an 

information system, or the fact that an individual makes decisions based on 

information obtained from the information system, are alternative criteria for 

who falls within the definition of a user. A decision maker, for example may be 

a user by virtue of the fact that he makes use of information obtained from an 

information system, although not actually accessing the information system 

himself. Similarly, actual use of an information system to obtain information does 

not necessarily imply that the person who obtained the information is going to 

use it. For this research therefore, it is assumed that any person, both technical 

and non-technical, who either accesses information from an information system or 

makes use of accessed information, is defined as a user. 

The shift towards more carefully considering the importance of users within the 

field of information systems has corresponded with increasing levels of computer 

literacy among managers and users, and with users becoming more aware of how 

they can apply computers and information to solve their work-related problems 

(Loewenberg,1985). The increased level of computer literacy has resulted from 

computer education in schools and tertiary institutions, and the ever increasing 

application of technology within society (Naisbitt,1984). 

The acceptance of computers within society, and the move of computer litera~e 

individuals into managerial positions within organisations, has made it easier for 
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users to accept the fact that technology can add real value. More specifically, 

users have increasingly realised that information systems enable them to perform 

more efficiently, augment their thought processes, achieve results faster, and 

make better decisions. Thus, users are demanding more enhanced information 

systems, and information which 1s more timeous and accurate 

(Loewenberg, 1985). 

Given that many information systems departments did not meet the needs of the 

users, and as a result of the applications backlog, organisations saw the birth of 

end user computing and an eroding of the power base previously held by the 

information systems department. This has resulted in the level of power and 

influence that the user exerts in the development of information systems also 

increasing over time. 

All of the above have collectively resulted in information system developers 

being less able to hide behind the technical aspect of information systems, and 

thereby exclude users from the information systems environment. Moreover, 

these changes have necessitated a shift in the skills of information systems staff. 

Technical expertise is no longer the only requirement for effective information 

systems personnel. Information system personnel today must also understand user 

desires and know how to manage and control user behaviour (Carroll,1982). 

The user is increasingly recognised as a key component in the development and 

success of information systems. The need to understand the user better, the 
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behavioural impact users have on information systems and the methods by which 

to involve them in both systems development and implementation has been one 

of the major driving forces behind the growth of behavioural information systems 

research. Another is the need to measure the organisational and business benefit 

of information systems (Goodhue,1988; Ives, Olson and Baroudi,1983; 

Miller,1989). 

2.4 The Need to Measure the Benefit of Information Systems 

The need to measure the organisational benefit from information systems usage 

is a result of: 

the increasing awareness among organisations of · the competltlve 
advantage that some organisations have achieved through the 
implementation of information systems ( Cash and Konsynski, 1985; 
McFarlan,1984; Parsons, 1983; Porter and Millar,1985); and 

· the increasing slice of the organisation's budget which is being consumed 
bv information svstems (Brancheau and Wetherbe,1987; Ives, et al,1983; . , 
Nolan,1979) 

Over and above these factors, the failure of information systems to meet 

objectives and provide benefit, as well as the inability of the information systems 

profession to quantify the value of information (Brancheau and Wetherbe,1987; 

Miller, 1989), has meant that organisations are wary of utilising resources for 

information systems development without being able to understand and measure 
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the benefits. This is further illustrated by the fact that the topic of "measuring 

organisational benefit from informatio.n systems" regularly appears on the list of 

important information systems issues (Dickson, Leitheiser;Nechis and /-

Wetherbe,1984; Brancheau and Wetherbe,1987). 

In determining the benefit accrued from a specific information system, there is 

the need to determine the "success" of that information system. Although an 

organisation can derive benefit from an information system whether it is 

successful or not, in determining the actual benefit the most appropriate 

indication is the overall improvement in organisational effectiveness as a result 

of using that information system (Ives, et al,1983). Information system success, 

from an organisational perspective, can thus be regarded as: 

"the extent to which the information system improves the 
effectiveness of an organisation". 

Behavioural information system researchers have focused on the user as the 

determinant of information success, with measures such as system usage (Barki 

and Huff,1985; Baroudi, Olson and lves,1986; King and Rodriguez,1978; 

Lucas,1975; Robey,1979; Schewe,1976) and user information satisfaction (Barki 

and Huff,1985; Gallagher,1974; Ives, et al.1983; Ives and Olson,1984; Maish,1979; 

Olson and Ives,1981). However, defining and measuring information system 

success requires a broader focus than the user. 
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2.5 Detini~g and Measuring Information System Success 

To date, researchers have failed to agree on a definition of information system 

success (De Brabander and Edstrom,1977; De Brabander and Thiers,1984; 

Finnie,1987; Miller,1989; Swanson,1987). Gallagher (1974) states that for a 

resource to be effective, and by implication successful, it must be possible to 

measure the benefit derived from its use and the costs incurred. Although some 

of the costs involved are easily measurable, the benefits that accrue from 

information systems are not as easily identifiable or measurable (Ives and 

Olson, 1984 ). This fact highlights the difficulty, as well as the importance, of 

successfully defining and measuring information systems. 

Powers · and Dickson ( 1973) propose four variables for measuring information 

systems success: time to complete, cost, manager's satisfaction, and the impact 

of the project on the information systems function. The validity of these 

measures has not, however, been proven by subsequent research. These 

measures have also tended to be too focused on specific areas and have not 

taken into account the organisational benefits of the information system, the 

context of the information system within the organization and the organizational 

objectives behind the information systems development. 

A number of surrogate measures for information system success have been 

proposed by research including improved decision making (De Brabander and 

Thiers, 1984; Keen,1981), an increase in the level of user information satisfaction 
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(Bailey and. Pearson,1983; Ives, et al,1983), and level of system use (Ives and 

Olson,1984; Maish,1979; Schewe,1976; Swanson,1987). The level of system use 

is one of the most commonly used indicators of information systems success, 

since it is easily measured (Ives and Olson,1984; Robey,1979; Swanson,1974). 

However, issues such as mandatory versus discretionary use, the influence of 

viable information alternatives, appropriate reductions in usage with experience, 

and the extent to which obtained information is actually used, complicate this 

construct and make its use problematic (Ginzberg,1979; Miller,1989; 

Srinivasan, 1985). 

Considering the above, De Brabander and Thiers (1984) have preferred to focus 

on the impact of the information system upon decision making in the 

organization. However, Keen (1981) had previously argued that decision making 

is multifaceted, emotive, conservative and only partially cognitive, stating that, 

"all in all, human information processing tends to be simple, experiential, non

analytic, and on the whole fairly effective''. Thus, improved decisio.n making as 

a measure would appear to have too many unmeasurable variables to be an 

effective determinant of a successful information system. 

Robey (1979) found that when system use is not optional, measures of 

satisfaction are more meaningful criteria for information system success. The 

most common operationalisation of the satisfaction measure is "user information 

satisfaction" (Ives and Olson, 1984; Miller, 1989). "User information satisfaction" 

was originally developed by Bailey and Pearson (1983) and enhanced by Ives, 
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Olson and Baroudi (1983) as a surrogate measure of information system success. 

User information satisfaction is defined as: 

"the extent to which users believe that an information system 
meets their information requirements" (Ives, et al,1983) 

However, user information satisfaction, as will be described in later chapters, is / 

postulated to be more closely linked to user attitude than information systems 

success. By using user information satisfaction, the success or failure of a system 

is determined by the user's feelings, without the information systems designer 

being able to have an input. Aside from the user's feelings being subjective and 

not providing a sound platform on which to measure success, the user 

information satisfaction construct does not allow for any technical measures of 

success or any direct business benefits. Using the systems designer to determine 

the success of an information system based on on-time development, meeting 

,- budget expenditure and on technical efficiency will however result in a technical 

or information system staff bias. 

Miller ( 1989) defines information systems effectiveness/success as an information 

system which achieves the purposes of its users. However, the goals and purposes 

of the user do not always equate with those of the organisation. Miller's study, 

employing a measure of fit for information system success, focused on measuring 

the effectiveness of information systems within an organisation as a whole and 
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not on specific information systems. It did, however, provide the following useful 

guidelines to researching information system success: 

• that the definition of information system effectiveness/success is unique 
to a particular organisation 

• that as organisational objectives change, the criteria for information 
system success will change 

• that the best possible match between the needs of the business and the 
information systems provided, is the best measure of information systems 
success (Miller,1989). 

A final issue regarding the measurement of information system success is raised 

by Srinivasan (1985). In his research he concludes that researchers have to be 

extremely cautious in using surrogate measures of information system 

effectiveness. He argues that: 

" .... while in certain classes of systems strong associations may exist 
between two types of measures, in other classes of systems this 
relationship may be non-existent" (Srinivasan, 1985). 

To measure information system success there is the need for an impartial 

measure, one that does not bias the user or the system designer; that is not a 

surrogate measure; and that is testable. Ives and Olson ( 1984) state that the best 

measure of the success of an information system is the aggregate organizational 

benefit which accrues from the information system. In their research, however, 

they highlight the difficulties associated with trying to measure this benefit. It 
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should be stressed though that the measurement of this benefit does provide the 

most accurate measure of information system success. On this basis then 

information system success can be defined as the extent to which the information 

system improves the effectiveness of an organisation. 

To measure both organisational benefit and the extent to which a specific 

information meets the needs of business, this research examines a new measure, 

the "fit to objectives" measure for measuring information systems success. 

2.6 The "Fit To Objectives" Measure 

Before and during the development of information systems, users and system 

designers typically set information system objectives based on the needs of: the 

organisation; the users; and the information systems department. These 

objectives are set with the aim of ensuring the overall effectiveness of the 

organisation, the users, and the information systems department. These goals 

provide the yardstick by which the success of the information system is measured. 

If this is true, then the degree to which the information system meets the goals 

or objectives laid down would be the most appropriate measure of the 

organisational benefit derived from the information system, and thus, information 

system success. The users and information system staff both have a say in the 

setting of these objectives and their criteria for success, thus alleviating any bias. 

To the extent that any information system meets the objectives laid down at the 
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start of the project, or the closer the "fit to objectives" for the information system, 

the more successful the implementation of the information system should be. 

The "fit to objectives" measure provides a method by which the success of an 

information system can be determined by allowing for input from both users and 

information systems staff. Miller (1989) reviews previous research regarding 

measures of fit, and concludes that few substantial tests of fit in the broader 

organisational context have been conducted, thus in this study the use of the "fit 

to objectives" measure is exploratory. The application of the "fit to objectives" 

measure in research is dealt with in later chapters. 

In defining and measuring information system success, there is a need to 

understand both behavioural and technical influences on success. This study 

investigates behavioural influences on success, and the following chapter 

examines user influences specifically. 
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3. USER INFLUENCES ON 
INFORMATION SYSTEMS SUCCESS 

3.1 The User and The Information System 

The user has two roles during the life of an information system. The one is in its 

design and the other is operating it and maximising the benefit that may accrue 

from its use. Thus, the user is increasingly regarded as key to successful 

information systems development. People are complex however, and are subject 

to fluctuations in attitude, belief and behaviour. These fluctuations, in turn 

impact on the success of an information system, through system usage, lack of 

~omputer acceptance, limited user ownership and responsibility, and both covert 

and overt resistance to change (Carroll,1982; Cerullo,1980; Maish,1979). 

Aside from these variations in attitude, belief and behaviour having an influence 

on information system success, Ginzberg ( 1978) points out that system designers 

often make the mistake of assuming that users are more or less homogenous. 

Interviews with one or two of the users, or the "average user", used to be 

considered sufficient in determining the information system requirements. This 

invariably led to information systems being designed for the "average" user, 

which often resulted in frustration for the majority of users, increased negative 

user attitude and ultimately information systems failure. Systems designers are 

not, however, the only ones at fault. Carroll (1982) cites Snow asserting that: 
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"the attitudes, behaviour and languages of the non-scientist and the 
scientist are so different that they define a separate culture 
between which there 1s a dangerous gulf of mutual 
incomprehension." 

This "gulf of mutual incomprehension" is a major influence on the success of an 

information system. The "gulf' is the result of the different requirements of the 

user's, and the system designer's, respective job. However, in many situations, the 

attitude and belief of both the user and the information systems staff can widen 

the "gulf' and create user resistance, reduce user acceptance and contribute to 

a strained relationship between the user and the information systems staff. In 

overcoming these problems, Kanter (1986) argues that one of the healthiest 

situations is the interchange of people within the information systems and 

operating areas of a company - systems analysts, he proposes, should spend time 

outside of the information systems environment in order to appreciate the 

challenges and constraints of the business world. This in itself would not, 

however, ensure successful information systems development from the user's 

perspective. Before examining what makes information systems successful from 

the user's perspective, there is a need to clarify certain user influences, 

specifically user attitude and user belief. 

3.2 User Attitude and User Belief 

In research studies on the impact of user attitude and user belief on information 

systems, a wide array of belief, attitude and satisfaction measures have been used 
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without any theoretical or psychological justification . (Davis,Bagozzi and 

Warshaw,1989; Goodhue,1988; Ives and Olson,1984; Olson and lves,1981; 

Swanson,1982). The need to distinguish between belief and attitude in the use 

of research measures has been highlighted as a prerequisite to valid behavioral 

information systems research (Goodhue,1988). 

Based on a psychological definition, Elizur and Guttman (1976) state that: 

"attitude is defined for itself if its domain asks about behaviour in 
a { affective, cognitive, instrumental} modality towards an object 
and its range is ordered from { very positive to very negative} 
towards the object" 

Thus, user attitude is considered to be made up of three factors: an affective 

factor, illustrating one's feelings towards an information system; a cognitive 

factor, indicating one's perception or belief about the information system; and 

an instrumental factor which measures one's behaviour towards the information 

system. Davis, Bagozzi, and Warshaw (1989) define attitude as: 

"an individual's positive or negative feelings (evaluating affect) 
about performing the target behaviour". 

Social psychologists tend to view attitude as: 

"a general and enduring positive or negative feeling about some 
person, object or issue" (Cerullo,1980). 
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From the above, it would appear that while some research includes belief as part 

of a broader attitude construct (Elizur and Guttman,1976; Tait and Vessey,1988), 

social psychologists and information systems researchers advocate that there is 

a difference between the two, with each construct associated with quite different 

measur~ment scales ( Goodhue, 1988; Swanson, 1982). Using the latter perspective, 

belief is defined as the cognitive expectations about particular behaviours or 

specific attributes of those behaviours ( Goodhue, 1988), that is, user's perception 

of an information system. This would equate to the cognitive component of 

Elizur and Guttman's definition above. 

Fishbein and Azjen (1975) argue that belief predicts attitude, which predicts 

intention, which predicts behaviour. Figure 3.1 illustrates graphically the 

association between attitude, belief, intention and behaviour argued by Fishbein 

and Azjen. 
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Figure 3.1 : Belief, Attitude, Intention and Behaviour (Fishbein,1975). 
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Two predominant arguments regarding the theoretical definition of attitude and 

belief are found in previous research. The first is that attitude encompasses belief 

and the second that they are separate constructs. Both propositions encompass 

an affective (evaluating feelings) and cognitive component (evaluating 

perceptions). This research, in line with other research regarding attitude, belief 

and behaviour (Azjen and Fishbein,1980; Davis, et al,1989; Davis,1989; 

Miller,1989) and the fact that a user has both an affective and cognitive 

component adopts the second approach with regard to attitude and belief, 

namely, that they are separate constructs. 

Most research addressing user attitude postulates that favourable user attitudes 

are desirable and beneficial for successful information systems development 

(Barki and Huff,1985; Bruwer,1987; Carroll,1982; Cerullo,1980; Davis, et al, 1989; 

Davis,1989; Finnie,1987; Huff and Munro,1987; Kim and Lee,1986; Lucas,1973; 

Maish,1979; Robey,1979). However, most of this research has attempted to 

correlate user attitude and system use, using system use as a surrogate measure 

of information system success. To improve information system development 

efforts there is a need to understand better the relationship between both user 

attitude and information system success, and user belief and information system 

success. This requires the use of appropriate measures for information system 

success in research. This need is confirmed by the numerous citations that user 

attitude is one of the prime reasons why information systems fail (Bruwer,1987; 

Cerullo,1980; Finnie,1987; Huff and Munro,1987; Kim and Lee,1986; Lucas,1973; 

Robey,1979). Robey's (1979) study concluded that information systems can and 
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do fail where user psychological reactions are ignored by system designers. In a 

survey conducted by Cerullo (1980), 122 respondents from Fortune 1000 

companies ranked user attitude as the most important factor affecting the 

effective development of information systems. In exploring the impact of attitude 

on information system success, negative user attitude is postulated to result in 

dysfunctional behaviour leading to information system failure ( Cerullo, 1980). The 

probable types of dysfunctional behaviour are detailed in table 3.1. 

Aggression 

Avoidance 

Projection 

Users sabotage or attempt to "beat the information system". 

Users ignore output or do not make use of output. 

Users blame the information system for failure caused entirely by 
outside factors. 

Table 3.1 : Types of Dysfunctional Behaviour (Cerullo,1980). 

A major factor influencing user attitude, user belief and the success of an 

information system, is the level of congruency between the goals of the user and 

the goals of the organisation (De Brabander and Thiers,1984; Robey,1979). 

Incongruent goals can result in both negative belief and negative attitude about 

a specific information system. Robertson (1989), in examining the impact of 

social groups on information system use, points out that a user's peer group can 

be a major influence in the user formulating both his belief about, and attitude 

towards, an information system. Finally, users gain influence and autonomy from 

their control of information. New information systems can represent a direct 

threat to this control (Keen,1981; Lucas,1973; Miller,1989). Miller (1989) 
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continues this theme, stating that support for, or resistance to, an information 

system, can be predicted according to the direction and magnitude of implied 

power shifts. All of the above highlight the importance that user attitude and 

user belief play in formulating user behaviour. 

3.3 The Relationship between User Attitude and User Belief 

In examining the relationship between user attitude and belief, Lucas (1973) 

found a positive correlation between user attitude towards the information 

systems staff and a users' perception of computer potential. Lucas concludes that 

the nature of the relationship between user attitude and user belief is extremely 

difficult to determine, and that "the direction or even presence of causality is not 

clear". 

Maish (1979), found that a positive user attitude toward information systems staff 

would lead to favourable user behaviour. This finding concurs with Lucas's 

earlier postulation. However, the most cited user variable associated with user 

attitude is that of usefulness or perceived usefulness (Bruwer,1987; Carroll,1982; 

Davis, et al,1989; Davis,1989; Ginzberg,1978; Goodhue,1988; Robertson,1989; 

Tait and Vessey,1988). Davis, Bagozzi and Warshaw (1989), using Fishbein and 

Azjen's ( 1975) model of attitude and belief, showed that perceived usefulness 

and perceived ease of use are the primary beliefs in formulating user attitude, 

intentions, and ultimately user behaviour. Perceived usefulness has been defined 

as: 
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"the prospective user's subjective probability that using a specific 
application system will increase his or her job performance within 
an organizational context" (Davis, et al,1989). 

Davis's study (1989) identified that perceived usefulness had a significantly 

greater correlation with usage behaviour than did ease of use, indicating that 

although difficulty of use can discourage adoption of an otherwise useful system, 

the ease of use cannot compensate for a system that is not useful. Davis also 

postulates that users select and use information based on an implicit 

psychological trade-off between information quality (perceived usefulness) and 

cost of access ( ease of use). This could suggest that users balance out their 

perceptions or beliefs about the usefulness and ease of use of an information 

systems in determining user attitude and system use. 

In attempting to affect user attitude and belief to ensure successful development 

and implementation of information systems, the most often employed method has 

been to involve the user in the development process (Ives and Olson,1984; 

Lucas,1973; Robey,1979; Tait and Vessey,1988). 

3.4 User Involvement and Information System Success 

Numerous researchers have claimed that user involvement in information systems 

development is key to successful information systems development (Bruwer, 

1987; De Brabander and Thiers,1984; Ginzberg,1978; Ives and Olson,1984.; Kim 
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and Lee,1986; Kwon and Zmud,1987; Lucas,1973; Olson and Ives,1981; Tait and 

Vessey,1988). 

Olson and Ives (1981) state that user involvement or participation in the 

development and implementation of information systems will : 

lead to increased systems quality 

• decrease resistance to change 

• increase user commitment to the new information system 

• provide a more accurate and complete assessment of the user information 
requirements 

• provide expertise about the organisation the information system is to 
support, expertise which is usually unavailable within the information 
system department 

avoid the development of unacceptable or unimportant functions 

• improve user understanding of the information system. 

However, involving users in the development of information systems is costly and 

time consuming (Baroudi, et al,1986) and although in theory all of the above 

have been advocated, few empirical conclusions have been arrived at concerning 

the impact of user involvement on the success of an information system (Barki 

and Hartwick,1989; Baroudi, et al,1986; Ives and Olson,1984; Olson and 

Ives,1981; Tait and Vessey,1989). Ives and Olson (1984), in reviewing 22 studies 

on user involvement, found only 8 studies proving a significant positive 

association, and concluded that the majority of studies on user involvement have 
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been methodologically flawed and that the benefits of user involvement have not 

been strongly enough illustrated. In a later review of user involvement, Barki and 

Hartwick (1989) quote Swanson stating: 

" .... that management should be involved in information systems 
development is a popular wisdom. Unfortunately, what is meant by 
involvement is rarely defined, and nothing has been done to 
provide a rigorous foundation for its measurement" 

Aside from this lack of empirical evidence to support user involvement, another 

major problem highlighted by previous research is the lack of a standard 

definition for user involvement (Barki and Hartwick,1989; Baroudi, et al,1986; 

De Brabander and Thiers,1984; Ives and Olson,1984). A possible definition is 

provided by Ives and Olson (1984) as: 

"the participation in the systems development process by the target 
user group." 

Organisational behaviour theory (Barki and Hartwick,1989), where user 

involvement as a concept had its origins, offers three explanations for 

involvement: 

the degree to which one is allowed or encouraged to participate in the job 

the degree to which individuals identify psychologically with their job or 
work 
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• the degree to which a person's work preference affects his or her self
esteem. 

The above explanations and definitions can be split into two main areas. The 

first views user involvement as a psychological state determined by the personal 

relevance of the information system to the user. The second regards user 

involvement, as the behaviour of the user in such a way that he or she is 

personally involved or physically participates in the development and/ or 

implementation of the information system. This research focuses on the physical 

participation of the user in information systems development and 

implementation, and its association with information system success. Moreover, 

since Ives and Olson are regarded as experts within the field of information 

systems research with a total of 325 citations between them during 1981-1990 

(Social Science Citation Index), their definition for user involvement is adopted. 

In determining a measure for levels of user involvement, the difference in types 

of user involvement and the degree of user involvement has also been cited as 

compounding the problem of determining a standard definition and measure of 

user involvement (Ives and Olson,1984). Over and above this, an additional 

measurement problem is that user involvement can also be examined along the 

time dimension - at what stage in the system development life cycle is user 

involvement considered appropriate (Davis, et al,1989; Ives and Olson,1984): 
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One conclusion drawn by previous research is that user involvement or 

participation must coincide with user influence in order for the involvement to 

have a positive impact on information system development and implementation 

(Barlci and Hartwick,1989). 

Ives and Olson (1984), after conducting a comprehensive review of research on 

user involvement, developed six categories of user involvement, as detailed in 

table 3.2. Each category is linked to increasing levels of involvement and impact 

on decision making. The categorisation of levels of involvement presented in 

their model provide a useful foundation by which to measure user involvement. 

1 no involvement 

2 symbolic involvement 

3 involvement by advice 

4 involvement by weak control 

5 involvement by doing 

users are unwilling or not invited to participate 

users input is requested but ignored 

users advice is solicited through interviews or 
questionnaires 

users have "sign-off' responsibility at each stage of 
the system development process 

users are part of the design team or act as the 
official "liaison" with the information systems 
development group 

6 involvement by strong control user may pay directly for new development out of 
their own budget, or the user's overall 
organisational performance evaluation is 
dependent on the outcome of the development 
effort 

Table 3.2: Involvement Categories (Ives and Olson,1984). 

In determining which categories of user involvement are the most appropriate, 

it is important to consider the fit between the type of information system being 
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developed, and the level of user involvement (Barlci and Hartwick, 1989; Baroudi, 

et al,1986; Kim and Lee,1986; Lucas,1973; Tait and Vessey,1988). Kim and Lee 

( 1986) state that higher levels of involvement are important for less programmed, 

more unstructured or more complex information systems. This was confirmed by 

Tait and Vessey (1988) who concluded, using Ives and Olson's categorisation 

outlined above, that higher levels of involvement were associated with more 

complex information systems. 

Barki and Hartwick ( 1989) found a small positive relationship between user 

attitude and user involvement. This is strange since one would expect a large 

positive relationship. Common sense says that if users are involved, they will 

have a positive attitude. The small association may have been a result of 

inappropriate measures or small sample size. They also found that less involved 

individuals are more likely to change their attitude as a result of others urging 

them to do so. This highlights the role that management support, effective 

systems designer /user interaction, and peer pressure can play in the formation 

of user attitude. Ginzberg ( 1978), among others, confirms this, and postulates 

that management support for user involvement is essential (Maish, 1979; 

Swanson.1987). 

In understanding the impact of the user variables discussed on the success of an 

information system, a framework combining both the behavioural and technical 

aspects contributing to successful information systems development is provided. 
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3.5 A Development Framework 

Following from the research already discussed and the accepted systems 

development life cycle a development framework has been constructed. This 

framew9rk encompasses the behavioural issues which need to be addressed 

during the development and implementation of information systems, specifically 

. regarding the role of the user and the system designer. 

During systems development, the user represents the needs and wants of the 

organisation, and the systems designer represents the capabilities and 

technological resources available to meet those needs. Although an information 

system can fail for technical reasons, failure has more often been attributed to 

the behavioural aspects of both the user and systems designer. As is illustrated 

in figure 3.2, the essential link in meeting the organisation's needs and wants 

through technological resources, is forged by the user and the systems designer. 

This link is dependent on a number of factors and it must be noted that even if 

this link is secure, it does not ensure the success of an information system since 

both the needs and wants of an organisation, and technology, change very 

rapidly. 
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ORGANISATIONAL 
NEEDS 

USER 

TECHNOLOGICAL 
RESOURCES 

SYSTEMS 
DESIGNER 

INFORMATION SYSTEM 

Figure 3.2 : User /System Designer Model of Information System Development 

This research focuses on the user aspects of the above framework, and table 3.3 

illustrates those factors which impact to varying degrees on the user during the 

systems development process, as well as listing those researchers who have 

researched the impact of the particular variables. 
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Goal Congruency 

Peer Pressure 

Attitude 

Training 

Previous 
Experience with 
Information 
Systems 

Age 

Involvement 

Belief 

Computer 
Literacy 

Length of Service 

Organisat10nal / 
Political Variables 

Management 
Support 

Robey,1979; De Brabander and Thiers,1984 

Elizur and Guttman,1976; Robertson,1989 

Azjen and Fishbein,1980; Bailey and Pearson,1983; Barki and 
Huff,1985; Baroudi, et al,1986; Bruwer,1987; Cerullo,1980; 
Davis, et al.1989, Davis,1989; Elizur and Guttman,1976; 
Finnie,1987; Fishbein and Azjen,1975; Goodhue,1988; Ives, et 
al,1983; Lucas,1973; Lucas,1975; Maish,1979; Robertson,1989; 
Robey,1979; Scbewe,1976; Swanson,1982; Tait and 
Vessey,1988 

Bruwer,1987; Camp, Blanchard and Huszczo,1986; 
Cerullo,1980; Lucas,1973; Maish,1979; Martin and 
Feurst,1988 

No formal research found, referred to by research 

Bruwer,1987; Mullany,1989 

Barki and Hartwick,1989; Baroudi, et al,1986; Bruwer,1987; 
Carroll,1982; Cerullo,1980; De Brabander and Edstrom,1977; 
De Brabander and Thiers,1984; Ives and Olson,1984; 
Lucas,1973; Lucas,1975; Olson and lves,1981; Powers and 
Dickson,1973; Tait and Vessey,1988 

Azjen and Fishbein.1980; Davis, et al,1989; Davis,1989; 
Fishbein and Azjen.1975; Goodhue,1988; Lucas,1973; 
Lucas,1975; Robertson,1989; Schewe,1976 

No formal research found, referred to by research 

Bruwer,1987; Maish.1979: Mullany,1989 

Keen,1981 

Bruwer,1987; Elizur and Guttman,1976; Kanter,1986; 
Lucas,1973: Maish,1979 

Table 3.3 : Influences on User Behaviour. 
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An understanding of the relationship between, and impact of, the above 

variables, provides a focus for researchers and practitioners in developing 

effective methodologies and approaches for information systems development. 
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3.6 Conlclusion 

The research to date highlights a number of major themes, beginning with the 

increasing consideration of human needs and behaviour in information systems 

research. This has led to an increase in the focus of research within information 

systems on the user as a key factor in the development and implementation of 

successful information systems. The importance of measuring and understanding 

information system success are the major motivation for this research. The 

aggregate organisational benefit that accrues from an information system is 

regarded as the most appropriate definition of information system success. In 

attempting to find a practical measure, this research proposes the use of the "fit 

to objectives" measure and argues the inability of other measures to accurately 

measure information system success. 

In terms of user attitude and user belief, the research to date has failed to make 

use of standard definitions and effective measures. Moreover, a sufficient 

distinction between attitude and belief has not been drawn in a number of 

studies. Furthermore, research has focused on attempting to correlate attitude 

and usage without correlating usage and success. Thus, research has not 

sufficiently examined attitude and its association with an objective measure of 

information system success. 
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User involvement research has also been marred by poor methodologies, 

unproven measures and a lack of foundation theory on user involvement. The 

only conclusion drawn has been that involvement is positively associated with 

level of complexity. 

Information systems practitioners and researchers alike assume that positive user 

attitude and belief, and user involvement, are essential for information system 

success. In investigating the impact and role of the user in information systems, 

this research, using an objective measure for information system success and 

proven instruments for user attitude, belief and involvement, attempts to validate 

the above statement. 
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4. DEVELOPMENT AND STATEMENT OF HYPOTHESES 

4.1 Introduction 

The need to measure information system success has already been highlighted 

by information system practitioners and researchers alike. Better understanding 

of the behavioural aspects of information systems has also received increased 

consideration as the user has become more recognised as an important 

component of the information system, and is achieving greater influence in 

information systems decisions. 

Based on these trends discussed earlier, the central questions of this research 

examine the association between user behavioural variables and information 

system success. In researching these associations, a new measure for information 

system success is developed and appropriate measures from previous research are 

adopted for measuring user attitude, user belief and user involvement. 

Finally, with an understanding of both the central questions, previous research, 

and applicable measures, hypotheses are stated which provide the empirical 

foundation for this research. 
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4.2 Central Questions of this Research 

Miller (1989), in his study "The Effectiveness of Computer-Based Information 

Systems - Definition and Measurement", concludes that "much work needs to be 

done to explore in detail the role of belief, attitude and behaviour and their 

relationship to information system effectiveness". In measuring and understanding 

the behavioural impacts on information system success, this research attempts to 

confirm specific associations which have been assumed and inconclusively proven 

by previous research using appropriate measures. 

Although previous research has found a correlation between user attitude and 

information system usage (Ives and Olson,1984; Swanson,1982), system usage as 

will be argued later, cannot be regarded as a measure of information system 

success. Moreover, the use of the user information satisfaction construct as a 

surrogate measure for information systems success, it will be argued, is 

inappropriate in measuring the organisational benefit derived from an 

information system. This research, using an appropriate measure for information 

system success thus asks the question: 

Q 1 Is there a relationship between information system success and user 
attitude, and to what extent will such a relationship impact on information 
systems success ? 
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Similarly, although not nearly as much research has been conducted, assumptions 

regarding belief and information system success require validation. The second 

central question of this research thus asks: 

Q2 Is there a relationship between the success of an information system and 
user belief, and to what extent will such a relationship impact on 
information system success ? 

A third question is to examine the association between attitude and belief, to 

explore the area of causality and to offer an understanding of the relationship 

between the two. From an empirical perspective, a strong association between 

the two is expected and stated as follows: 

Q3 Is there a relationship between attitude and belief, and what is the nature 
of this relationship ? 

Ives and Olson's (1984) article "User Involvement and MIS Success : A Review 

of Research" isolated that out of 22 studies only eight claim to demonstrate a 

positive relationship between user involvement and various measures of 

information system success. It should be noted that 12 of the studies made use 

of information satisfaction measures for information system success, and 6 made 

use of system use. This research attempts to show empirically that levels of 

involvement and information system success are correlated, by making use of the 

measure resulting from Ives and Olson's study for involvement, as well as a more 

appropriate measure of information system success than has been used 
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previously. In addition to determining a new measure for involvement, Ives and 

Olson called for an examination of user involvement over the systems 

development life cycle. Thus, this study examines involvement in two distinct 

phases, development and implementation. The following question is proposed: 

Q4 Will differing levels of user involvement in the development and 
implementation of an information system lead to varied degrees of 
information system success ? 

In understanding user involvement, as has already been discussed, one must 

examine other user behaviours. Thus, this research also examines the question: 

Q5 Will differing levels of user involvement in the development and 
implementation of an information system influence user attitude and user 
belief '? 

In isolating the impact of user behaviour on information system success, this 

research focuses on user attitude. belief and involvement from those identified 

from previous research in table 3.3. In investigating the above central questions 

of this research, the need for practicai measures has already been highlighted by 

previous research. 
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4.3 Measures 

The following measures were used in answering the above questions. Although 

a new measure for information system success is postulated, the remaining 

variables were examined using tested and proven measures. 

4.3.1 Information Systems Success 

The measurement of information system success is cited as being perhaps one 

of the most difficult factors to determine within the information systems 

environment (De Brabander,1984; Finnie,1987; Swanson,1987). Most of the 

previous research regarding information system success has focused on using 

user-related variables. As has been discussed earlier, this research proposes an 

alternative approach. focusing on the organisation rather than the user. Thus, the 

"fit to objectives" measure is used to determine information system success. 

Using the concept of the fit between the importance of information system 

constructs to an organisation. and the provision of those constructs bv the 

information system departments, employed by Miller ( 1989), the "fit to 

objectives" measures is developed. The basis of the measure is that if an 

information system meets or "fits" the objectives that it was essentially designed 

to achieve then the information svstem is successful. However, the success is 

from an organisational point of view. A user who works for an organisation and 

uses an information system is a subset of the user community and the 
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organisation and it is possible that his objectives differ from those of the 

organisation. For example, a users goals may initially be congruent with 

organisational goals but can become obscured by personal behavioural influences 

such as ambition, jealousy, rivalry, greed. These may influence his judgement of 

an information systems and thus his assessment of its success. His success rating, 

although correct from his perspective, may thus be incorrect when measured 

against the organisational goals. Thus, measures of information system success 

using user variables have significant weaknesses. Success criteria, to be 

representative of organisational needs, must therefore be expressed m 

organisational terms - they must be global, not local. They need to be expressed 

in terms of how the information system has contributed to improving the 

operation of the user, or the department, within the framework of the total 

organisation. 

The objectives used in measuring information system success, thus represent the 

real criteria by which the organisational benefit derived from an information 

svstem can be measured. 

The "fit to system objectives" measure provides an objective and impartial 

measurement of information system success. The more concrete the objectives 

that are laid down, the easier it is to determine the "fit to objectives" and 

thereafter the level of information systems success. 
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In determining an actual value, a Likert scale, ranging from 1 • 7 for each 

objective is used, with both the users, who physically access information from the 

system, and the system designers, who were involved in the system development 

and implementation, indicating the extent to which an objective has been 

achieved. The use of a seven point scale provides sufficient, but not too broad 

a scope for response. The seven point scale has been widely used in information 

systems research studies and its adoption was also motivated by the fact that 

other information system measures employed in the research make use of a 

seven point scale. Using the seven point scale would thus facilitate item to item 

comparison if required. 

In obtaining an overall measure for information systems success, the respondents 

(user and/or systems designer) must also rank the objectives identified in order 

of importance, with 5 being the most important and 1 being the least. The 

rankings are aggregated and an organisation rank for the objectives is obtained. 

Aggregating the rankings ensures that both the user and the information system 

staff have an input into determining the importance ranking for each objective. 

The "fit to objectives" measure also assumes that there is no single expert with 

the answer and that all individuals have an input. 

A score for information system success per respondent is obtained by multiplying 

each objective scale rating by its organisational importance ranking. A total score 

for information system success per respondent is obtained by adding the scores 

for the 5 objectives. Aggregating respondent total scores will provide a measure 
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of the organisational success of the information system. As the "fit to objectives" 

measure is exploratory, all responses were assigned equal weighting. Different 

users could be assigned different weighting depending on the importance of the 

information system to them. This weighting could provide an additional variable 

in calculating the overall success score for an information system. However, 

based on the complexity, and the exploratory nature of the "fit to objectives" 

measure, it was not adopted or included in this research. An example of the 

detailed calculations for determining information system success scores is 

illustrated in table 4.1 below. 

01 5 3 15 

0-, 3 4 12 

03 4 2 8 

04 6 5 30 

05 
,.., 

1 7 I 

Final Score (Sum of SS column) 72 

Table 4.1 : "Fit to Objectives" Measure. 

The multiplication ensures that more important objectives are weighted 

~ccordingly. This ensures that perfect fit for low importance objectives still 

reflects limited information system success if higher objectives are not being 

achieved. Moreover, as has already been stated, the adoption of the aggregated 

organisational importance rank allows both the user and the information system 

designer to influence information system success scores. It would be natural for 
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a designer to want to show that his information is successful. Therefore, he may 

rate his system very high regardless of actual success. The more users there are, 

the less his influence on the results, but, in a single user system his scores could 

severely bias results. 

To be valid, the information system objectives should be set before the 

information system is developed, and assessed once operational. Otherwise, there 

may be a tendency to converge the measures and ranks to boost the success 

rating. However, one must also consider that objectives change with time and it 

is important when measuring the "fit to objectives" that the objectives are current. 

Thus, the measure allows for determination of the objectives at specific points 

in time. This also allows for longitudinal studies to be conducted assessing the 

"fit" at different stages in the life cycle of an information system. 

4.3.2 User Attitude 

Previous research has used "user information satisfaction" as a measure of 

information systems success. Cser information satisfaction involves the feelings 

one has about an object, subject. event or situation and can be argued that it 

should be regarded as a measure of user attitude rather than information system 

success. 

User information satisfaction was originally developed by Bailey and Pearson and 

has been modified by a number of researchers in its application. The most 
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noteworthy is Ives, Olson and Baroudi (1983) who endorsed the use of the user 

information satisfaction construct and presented a 13-item "Short Form" which 

was regarded as statistically valid and a better substitute for the lengthy original. 

A criticism of user information satisfaction as a measure was raised by Swanson 

(1982), who notes confusion between the psychological constructs of "belief' and 

"attitude" in the use of user information satisfaction. Miller ( 1989) argues that the 

Bailey and Pearson, or its derivative, consists of both affective and. cognitive 

related constructs. However, it can be suggested that user information satisfaction 

is a measure of the user affective component. Although some constructs fall 

closer to cognitive as opposed to affective constructs, the aggregated user 

information satisfaction score is a measure of the affective component. If one 

assumes that belief predicts attitude (Azjen and Fishbein, 1980; Davis, et al, 1989; 

Davis,1989; Fishbein and Azjen,1975; Miller,1989), one can argue that measures 

of attitude must include some cognitive constructs. 

However, the application of user information satisfaction has often been as a 

measure of information system effectiveness, an application for which it has not 

been proven to be valid. Bailey and Pearson ( 1983) define satisfaction as "the 

sum of one's feelings or attitudes towards a variety of factors affecting that 

situation'', clearly indicating that the user information satisfaction construct is 

more appropriate as a measure of attitude. The use of the construct as a 

measure for information system success hinges on the extent to which user 

attitude or feelings about an information system ·are valid measures for success. 
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Although Bailey and Pearson suggest that it is, they do not provide a sufficient 

validation of its appropriateness and indeed subsequent research has highlighted 

the need for further research to correlate the user information satisfaction 

construct with other measures of information system success (Ives, et al,1983). 

The "Short Form" of the user information satisfaction instrument is used and 

consists of 13 questions to which the user has to respond on a seven point scale. 

The respective scores per item are aggregated to produce an overall value. 

4.3.3 User Belief 

User belief is the user's cognitive perceptions with reference to an object, subject 

or process (Goodhue,1988). Davis, Bagozzi and Warshaw ( 1989) highlight 

perceived usefulness as being an effective measure of the user cognitive 

perceptions or beliefs. Further research by Davis (1989) indicated that perceived 

usefulness significantly outperformed other measures in determining user belief 

about an information system. The original measure consisted of 10 items but was 

refined to include only 6 constructs. The perceived usefulness measure, adopted 

as a measure for user belief, is detailed in table 4.2 and involves the user 

responding on a seven point scale to questions relating to the usefulness of the 

information system. The respective scores are aggregated to produce an overall 

value for perceived usefulness which is regarded as an indication of the user's 

belief about the information system. 
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1 Your perceptions of the extent to which the information system makes you work 
more quickly 

2 Your perceptions of the extent to which the information system improves your job 
performance 

3 Your perceptions of the extent to which the information system increases 
productivity 

4 Your perceptions of the extent to which the information system makes you more 
effective 

5 Your percepcions of the extent to which the information system makes your job 
easier 

6 Your perceptions of the extent to which the information system is useful 

Table 4.2 : Factors of Perceived Usefulness (Davis, 1989). 

4.3.4 User Involvement 

Previous research has highlighted the need to define the nature of user 

involvement and to determine a reliable and repeatable measure for user 

involvement. Ives and Olson (1984) developed a six category model of user 

involvement, ranging from "no involvement" to "involvement by strong control". 

As has already been stated, different information systems development 

environments will often lead to different levels of user involvement. changes in 

the importance of user attitude. and different approaches to development and 

implementation. A broader model of the Olson and Ives's 6 category model is 

employed in this research. The first category, "no involvement". is broken down 

into "uninvited users" and "unwilling users". Lack of user involvement is often 

viewed as occurring as a result of the information systems staff not wanting users 

involved within the information systems domain (uninvited users). However, user 
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resistance to information systems is an alternative reason for lack of user 

involvement (unwilling users). By splitting the no involvement category it is 

possible to determine the nature or reason behind the lack of user involvement. 

Table 4.3 details the revised involvement categories employed in this research; 

the descriptions for each category were also altered based on previous research 

discussed. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

uninvited users 

unwilling users 

symbolic involvement 

involvement by advice 

involvement by weak 
comrol 

involvement by doing 

involvement by strong 
control 

no involvement as user's are not invited 

no involvement as user's are not willing to 
participate 

user is involved but has no influence 

users are asked for opinions at the discretion of the 
systems designers 

users have to sign off at the end of each stage of the 
project and are able to ask the system designer to 
make changes 

user is part of the project design team 

user has a controlling interest in the development of 
the information system over the system designers 

Table 4.3 : Revised Involvement Categories. 

Each ·category is regarded as a distinct level of user involvement. with each 

category relating to different user circumstances. The first four categories are 

associated with the user having minimal, but increasing influence in the 

development and implementation of information svstems·. The last three 

categories are associated with high levels of user involvement and control in 

decision making. 
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4.4 Summary of Measures 

Table 4.4 illustrates the respective measures for the variables involved in this 

research. A general observation is that each of the measures refers to a specific 

information system and does not provide a generic measure relating to all 

information systems ~ri.thin an organisation. Based on the complexity of 

information systems, and previous research (Robertson, 1989), this contextualised 

focus of measures is assumed to be the most appropriate. Although the work of 

Miller (1989) provided insight in developing the "fit to objectives", the measure 

is a new measure. 

Information Systems Success 

User Attitude 

User Belief 

User Involvement 

"Fit to Objectives" 

User Information 
Satisfaction 

Perceived Usefulness 

Involvement Categories 

Table 4.4 : Summary of Measures. 

Ives and Olson,1984 

Davis.1989 

Ives and Olson.1984 

With the above measures for testing associations, the following hypotheses are 

developed. 
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4.5 Hypotheses 

Based on prior research, and the central questions of this research, the following 

hypotheses are proposed. 

4.5.1 Information Systems Success and User Attitude 

To date, various studies have concentrated on user attitude and its relationship 

to information system success, but no concrete conclusions have been reached. 

The lack of theoretical foundation and poor methodologies have been cited as 

the reasons for the inconclusive findings. User attitude, defined as a general and 

enduring positive or negative feeling about some person, object or issue, is 

postulated to have a positive association to information system success. The more 

an information system meets its objectives, the more likely the users will be 

satisfied with the information produced by the information system. The reverse 

is also true, namely that users \Vith a positive attitude will be more favourably 

disposed to viewing an information system as meeting its objectives and will tend 

to focus on benefits and not faults. Thus, users with positive attitude will tend to 

regard an information system with only marginal benefits as a successful system. 

>l"egative user attitude would correlate to low information system success scores 

as a result of user resistance to the information system in the form of lack of 

acceptance, strained relationship with the information system staff and no or 

limited use of the information system. as well as information produced. All the 
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above would impact negatively on the information system and increase the 

possibility of failure. From previous research this relationship can be stated in 

the following hypothesis: 

A user's attitude as measured by user information satisfaction is 
positively associated with the success of an information system as 
measured by its fit to objectives. 

Although it may be appear obvious that successful information systems should 

be associated with positive attitude, confirmation of the existence of such an 

association would provide a basis for determining a cause and effect relationship 

between attitude and information system success. Moreover, there is a need to 

understand those situations where users have a positive attitude but view the 

information system as unsuccessful. or vice versa. The possibility of such 

situations occurring, the likely explanations for their occurrence, and implications 

for information systems research are further areas to be investigated within the 

ambit of the above association. 

Information system success as measured by its fit to objectives provides an 

indication of the extent to which the organisational objectives/goals are being 

achieved. User attitude, as measured by user information satisfaction, is 

determining the extent to which the users are satisfied with the information 

system in terms of their individual requirements. A positive association between 

user attitude and information systems success is thus expected; the closer the 
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correlation, the greater the level of congruency between the users' objectives and 

the organisational objectives. 

A positive association between user attitude and information systems success 

would imply a need for information systems researchers to thereafter isolate at 

which stage in the systems development life cycle attitude has the most 

significant impact on information systems success. Once isolated, explanations 

and possible methods by which to influence user attitude at critical stages in the 

development process need to be developed. On the other hand, further questions 

regarding the impact of successful information systems on user attitude also need 

to be answered. Both of the above require longitudinal and controlled 

experiments in order to reach valid conclusions. 

4.5.2 Information System Success and User Belief 

Fishbein and Azjen's (1975) model implies that a positive association between 

attitude and information system success would indicate a similar association 

between user belief and information system success. If users believe an 

information system does not provide any benefit (perceived usefulness), they are 

unlikelv to make use of the svstem, or if use is mandatorv, thev are unlikelv to .., .,,. ., .., .,/ 

value the information produced by the information system. Moreover, if one 

assumes a causal relationship between belief and attitude, low perceptions of the 

usefulness will result in negative user attitude. The corollary is that if the 

perceived usefulness of an information system is high, it is likely that users will 
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view the information system in a more positive light and score it higher in terms 

of information system success. This relationship can be stated as: 

A user's belief as measured by perceived usefulness is positively 
associated with the success of an information system as measured by 
its fit to objectives. 

A positive association between information systems success and user belief would 

confirm that user belief about an information system influences the extent to 

which users view the information system as being successful and as a positive 

contributor in performing their jobs. High scores for user belief indicates that 

users perceive an information system as providing significant organisational or 

personal benefit. Perceived usefulness could be thought to be a measure of the 

extent to which an information system could provide organisational benefit. A 

weak association between perceived usefulness and information system success 

would indicate that the information system has not met the expectations of the 

user. 

Low scores of perceived usefulness reqmre the information svstem staff to 

address either the objectives of the information system. or the level of education 

and understanding of the users regarding the benefits of information systems. 
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4.5.3 User Attitude and User Belief 

Based on previous research and common sense one can assume a very significant 

association between attitude and belief, stated as follows: 

A user's attitude toward an infonnation system as measured by user 
inf onnation satisfaction is positively associated with that user's belief 
about an infonnation system as measured by the perceived usefulness. 

A positive association would not, however, prove causality. If one assumes 

causality, and that attitude is determined by belief, one would expect higher 

scores for belief than attitude. Although the perceived usefulness of an 

information system may be 100%, the level of user information satisfaction, as 

a result of extraneous variables, may not be as high. Higher scores for user belief 

would indicate a need for the information systems department to address the 

level of training that the user has received in the operation of an information 

system, provided the information system has a high fit to objectives. Since. 

although a user can identify the benefit of an information system. that user may 

have a· negative attitude, based for exampie on a current inability to access 

information. This inability can be a function of either the information system 

and/ or the user. 

As opposed to organisational benefit, user information satisfaction is a measure 

of only the benefit that a particular user derives from the information system. 

User belief is a measure of the user's perception about the benefit of the 
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information system. It is assumed that if a user is satisfied with an information 

system, the benefit expected is achieved. Thus, one could argue that stronger user 

attitude relative to user belief could predict higher levels of information systems 

success. 

4.5.4 User involvement and Information System Success 

Many researchers have advocated that user involvement is imperative for the 

successful development and implementation of information systems. Research to 

date has, however, failed to empirically prove what logical argument maintains 

should hold true. As has already been discussed, the existing measures of system 

success have not proved to be satisfactory, thus explaining why the association 

has not been found. If, however, a positive association could be found between 

user involvement and the fit to objectives then it could be deduced that the fit 

to objectives is a valid measure for success since the empirical conclusions 

confirm the logical arguments. This study thus postulates a positive relationship 

between user involvement and information systems success, stated as follows: 

Higher levels of user involvement in the development of an 
information system as measured by user involvement Levels, will be 
positively associated with higher Levels of information system success. 

Higher levels of user involvement in the implementation of an 
information system, will be positively associated with higher levels of 
information system success. 
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From a practical viewpoint, positive association between increasing levels of user 

involvement and information systems success would justify the time and resources 

expenditure in involving the users in the development and implementation of 

information systems. 

4.5.5 User Attitude and User Involvement; User Belief and User Involvement 

Involving users in the development and implementation of information systems 

is assumed to be one of the key mechanisms influencing user attitude and user 

belief. In terms of the user involvement categories employed in this research, 

except for category 7 (strong control), all are dependent upon the information 

system staff allowing and acknowledging higher levels of user involvement. Thus, 

it is assumed that user attitude and user belief cannot cause higher levels or 

involvement in terms of the measures and methodology employed in this 

research. The same argument can be made for user involvement and information 

systems success. Thus, higher scores for user attitude and belief within higher 

user involvement categories are expected and would indicate user involvement 

as having a positive influence on user attitude and user belief. This is stated as 

follows: 

Higher levels of user involvement in the development of an 
information system. will be positive~v associated with higher user 
attitude as measured by user information satisfaction. 
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Higher levels of user involvement in the implementation of an 
inf onnation system, will be positively associated with higher user 
attitude as measured by user inf onnation satisfaction. 

Higher levels of user involvement in the development of an 
inf onnation system, will be positively associated with higher user belief 
as measured by perceived usefu.lness. 

Higher levels of user involvement in the implementation of an 
inf onnation system, will be positively associated with higher user belief 
as measured by perceived usefulness. 

Confirming empirically that user involvement is beneficial for information system 

success provides a solid foundation for involving the user, justification for the 

costs and time involved, as weil as providing a mechanism by which to address 

problems relating to attitude and belief. 

4.6 Conclusion 

The above hypotheses form the focus of the empirical portion of this research. 

The research approach. methodology and statistical techniques to be used in 

testing the associations postulated are dealt with in the Chapter 5. 
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5. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

5.1 Introduction 

A theme consistent throughout previous information systems research within the 

area of user attitude and user involvement, is the need for a rigorous 

methodology, one that can ensure the validity of research results, and that can 

be tested in other environments and timeframes. The focus for the methodology 

adopted here is that it involves a process which is repeatable, testable and time 

independent in terms of its application to specific information systems. 

The approach adopted made use of questionnaires and the South African 

business community, as opposed to university or government institutions, were 

targeted as participants. Standard statistical techniques for measuring associations 

were adopted. Graphical analysis \vas also conducted on the results. The detailed 

description of the major processes and methodology adopted for the research is 

outlined below. 

5.2 Research Approach 

Given that questionnaires provide the most effective means for obtaining large 

quantities of statistical data from a variety of sources, a questionnaire-based 
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approach was adopted. The questionnaires were developed using the specific 

instruments outlined in the previous chapter. 

A pilot study was conducted in one organisation, to ensure the feasibility and 

testability of the "fit to objectives" measure. The pilot study lead to mmor 

modifications of the research approach and questionnaires, specifically: 

the instructions regarding the completion of the fit to objectives measure 
were redesigned due to the number of inappropriate responses 

the spacing and layout of the questionnaires was redeveloped for ease of 
completion 

tighter timeframes were placed on users to encourage completion of 
questionnaires. 

In the collection of data, two questionnaires were used. An initial questionnaire 

(see Appendix B) was distributed to isolate the objectives of the information 

system under investigation. Once completed and returned, the responses were 

tabulated and reviewed. Through this process, statements referring to the same 

objective were grouped and the top five objectives in terms of number of 

responses were isolated as the objectives for the specific information system. This 

method of eliciting the objectives of the information system was employed, as 

most of the information systems investigated were post-implementation and 

insufficient formal objectives had been set during the development process. 

Moreover, as discussed earlier, the importance of measuring success based on 
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current information system objectives required the determination of objectives 

at the current point in time. 

The top five objectives were transposed to the second questionnaire. The second 

questionnaire (see Appendix C) elicited the rating. and ranking of objectives, as 

well as measuring user attitude, user belief and user involvement. 

A research prospectus (see Appendix A) providing a summary of the research 

objectives and procedures was prepared to provide information for participating 

companies. The data was gathered over a period of four months. 

5.3 PROCESS 

Contact the 
Organiaation 

interview Key 
I ndividuala 

-· Identify Target 
Systems and Ueera. 

Figure 5.1 : Research Process. 
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The process adopted is illustrated in figure 5.1. A brief explanation of each stage 

in the process is provided below: 

contact the organisation - the organisations were contacted and asked to 
participate in the research 

interview with key individuals - once an organisation was contacted and 
an interest expressed, an interview with a member of the information 
systems departments was conducted. The focus of the interview was to 
explain the research, outline the benefits to participating companies and 
to set up the necessary procedures for the adminstration of the 
questionnaires and collection of data. 

identify target users and systems - in conjunction with the information 
systems department, target users and specific information systems were 
selected for the study. The choice of information systems and target users 
was largely determined by the information system staff. Aside from the 
target user group, information systems staff who had been involved in the 
specific information system identified were also encouraged to participate. 

administer questionnaire 1 - the first questionnaire was administered to 

users of the information system and the information systems staff. The 
results obtained, were collated and tabulated. 

review results - the results from questionnaire 1 were reviewed and the 
specific objectives were isolated and transposed into questionnaire 2. 

administer questionnaire 2 - questionnaire 2 was administered and the 
users and information systems staff rated ( question 3) and ranked 
( question 4) the specific objectives identified, providing a measure of the 
fit to objectives (see Appendix C). The users then completed the 
remaining sections, measuring user attitude ( questions 5 - 17), user belief 
( questions 18 - 23) and user involvement ( questions 24 - 25). For ease of 
use, the measures for attitude and belief were combined into one section 
on the questionnaire. 

statistical testing - once all the data had been compiled. statistical testing 
was conducted which included normality of data and association testing. 
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5.4 Target Sample 

In selecting companies to participate in the research, a broad spectrum was 

isolated, with a variety of industries being represented. Table 5.1 provides 

summarised information with regard to the information systems investigated. 

1 Oil Cape Town Stock System 

2 Retail Durban Point of Sale 

3 Insurance Cape Town Specialist Application 

4 Retail Johannesburg Purchase Order Management 

5 Retail Johannesburg Debtors System 

6 Retail Johannesburg Point of Sale 

7 Publishing Cape Town Financial Accounting 

8 Retail Johannesburg Debtors Systems 

9 Manufacturing Durban Human Resource Management 

10 Oil Cape Town Stock System 

11 Public Sector Cape To\l.n Human Resource Management 

Table 5.1 : List of Information Systems Investigated. 

5.5 Method of Analysis 

The data was captured and compiled on Lotus Spreadsheets. Once compiled, the 

data was imported to a PC-based statistical application, Statgraphics. All 

statistical testing was conducted using Statgraphics. All documentation was 

produced using Wordperfect and Harvard Graphics. 
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5.6 Statistical Techniques 

In the analysis of the normality of the data obtained, Chi-Squared Goodness of 

Fit Tests were conducted. 

In measuring the associations, based on the non-parametric nature of the sample 

data, Spearman Rank and Kendall Rank Correlation tests were conducted. 

Although Kendall Rank correlations are regarded as being slightly more strict, 

measuring associations with Spearman is regarded as adequate for determining 

significance levels of associations. Both techniques were employed for 

completeness in the analysis. 

5. 7 Conclusion 

The importance of this research is not only to investigate associations between 

information systems success and specific user variables, but also to develop a new 

approach to the measurement of information systems success. Insofar as 

longitudinal studies are essential for better understanding the relationship 

between user behaviour and information systems success, the focus has been on 

the ability to repeat the study. All instruments can be employed at any point in 

time during the systems development life cycle and measures of success, attitude, 

belief and involvement can thus be compared at different points in time. 
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6. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

6.1 Introduction 

In testing the hypotheses discussed in Chapter 4, statistical measures of 

associations were used. However, this was not considered sufficient to understand 

fully the nature of the relationship between the respective variables and the 

implications for practitioners and researc,hers. Thus, graphical techniques were 

also used to examine the results. 

The hypotheses are tested in isolation, but a summary of results and an 

integrated discussion is provided in the conclusion to the chapter. Before 

investigating the hypotheses, the sample demographics and results, levels of 

significance, and the normality of the data is presented. 

Although discussion regarding the results is provided in this chapter, the 

implications of the results, the contributions of the research and conclusions 

drawn are analvsed in Chapter 7. 

6.2 Sample Demographics and Results 

The research examined 11 systems. A total of 181 user responses was obtained 

with the average number of users per system being 16. The detailed sample 
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demographics are contained in Appendix E. A diverse mix of information systems 

was investigated, ranging from micro to mainframe systems, with the oil, retail, 

manufacturing, insurance, public sector and publishing industries represented. Of 

the organisations participating, 5 were based in Cape Town, 2 in Durban and 4 

in Johannesburg. 

Appendix E lists the objectives isolated per information system, the number of 

references to each objective from questionnaire one, the number of 

uncategorised objectives, and the organisational importance ranking for each 

objective from questionnaire 2. 

Both users and information system staff completed questionnaire 2. The 

information systems staff did not complete sections C and D of the questionnaire 

(see Appendix C), which relate to user attitude, user belief and user involvement, 

unless they were users of the information system as per the adopted definition. 

The detailed results for each information system are produced in Appendix F, 

and table 6.1 below details the respective mean scores and summarised data per 

information system. In the analysis. all calculations for determining associations. 

normality of data, and levels of significance qiade use of percentage values rather 

than the raw scores. The reason for this was that using percentages allowed for 

easier comparisons of data by using standard formats for the axis in the graphical 

analysis. 
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1 26 70.77 74.60 82.05 53.84 69.23 

2 14 87.82 88.93 92.69 78.57 84.71 

3 19 83.76 73.74 83.71 42.10 63.15 

4 16 76.01 74.86 86.46 50.00 56.25 

5 16 66.96 66.28 81.40 25.00 25.00 

6 16 85.95 82.69 93.90 50.00 62.50 

7 21 81.77 75.72 82.43 23.80 42.86 

8 13 83.68 68.55 78.94 7.69 15.38 

9 11 77.84 63.54 80.09 0.00 9.09 

10 15 72.51 72.53 77.78 40.00 40.00 

11 15 68.25 66.08 75.41 53.00 60.00 

Sample 16 77.76 73.41 83.16 38.55 48.10 
Average 

Table 6.1 : Summary of Mean Scores per Information System. 

6.3 Levels of Significance 

Standard null hypotheses testing techniques are used for measuring associations. 

In testing associations and hypotheses. levels of significance (p) are produced. 

When determining appropriate levels of significance at which hypotheses can be 

accepted or rejected there are no standard statistical measures on which to base 

a decision. Consequently, precedents from previous research and other disciplines 

are required. Mullany (1989), in investigating user related variables, presents 

qualitative ratings (see table 6.2) of significance based on research within the 

information systems, managerial, psychological and statistical disciplines. 
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p s 0,001 

0,001 < p < 0,050 

0,050 < p < 0,100 

p ~ 0,100 

Highly significant 
Null hypothesis strongly rejected 
Alternative hypothesis strongly supported 

Significant 
Null hypothesis rejected 
Alternative hypothesis supported 

Not very significant 
No .strong reason to reject null hypothesis 
Weak support for alternative hypothesis 
Inconclusive result 

Not significant 
No reason to reject null hypothesis 
No support for alternative hypothesis 

Table 6.2: Qualitative Ratings Assumed for Significance Levels (Mullany, 1989). 

6.4 Normality of Data 

In order to ascertain the rdiability of the measuring instruments and sample data 

obtained, testing for normality was conducted. The testing for normality was 

conducted on the scores for information svstem success. user attitude, user belief . . 

and involvement levels, using the combined results of all eleven systems. 

If a sample is not normal then tests which assume normality cannot be used. 

Sample data which tests not normal does not necessarily indicate that the 

measuring instrument was not appropriate, since the sample population itself may 

not be normal. 

In testing for normality, Chi-Square Goodness of Fit tests were conducted on the 

total sample. In the majority of the individual information systems, insufficient 
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responses were obtained to conduct Chi-Square Goodness of Fit tests. Moreover, 

small samples of data are unlikely to exhibit properties of a normal distribution. 

The Chi-Square Goodness of Fit test produces x2, which when compared to the 

relevant statistical tables, indicates the percentage probability that the 

distribution will fall on the normal distribution curves. In .conducting the test, 

standard normal distributions were assumed for the expected distribution. This 

would explain the extremely high x2 values for the user involvement sample 

results. In determining the significance levels for normality, the qualitative ratings 

presented by Mullany (1989) were used (see table 6.3 below). 

p ~ 0,05 Not normal 

p > 0,30 Approximately normal 

p > 0,50 Very normal 

Table 6.3 : Significance Levels for Normality (Mullany, 1989). 

Table 6.4 details the levels of normality for the variables examined. Using the 

significance levels above, apart from user attitude, the sample results were found 

to be not normal. The non-parametric nature of the data was not unexpected. 

User involvement levels varied considerably between information systems, with 

the majority of responses falling in categories 1,4 and 6, thereby not following a 

normal distribution curve. Thus, it is assumed that the non-parametric nature of 

the user involvement results do not indicate measure unreliability. 
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:ijitffl.;11iy j 
Information System Success 25.98 12 0.0107 Not normal 

User Attitude 8.48 11 0.6695 Very normal 

User Belief 118.38 11 0.0000 Not normal 

User Involvement - Development '347.75 4 0.0000 Not normal 

User Involvement - Implementation 306.64 5 0.0000 Not normal 

Table 6.4 : Chi-Square Goodness of Fit Test Significance Levels for Normality. 

In terms of information system success, which is a new measure, the fact that the 

data is not normal impacts on the question of reliability regarding the 

instrument. However, once again, the differences between information system 

objectives will influence testing for normality, by having varying means and 

standard deviations. The sample chosen also determines the normality of the 

data. A non-parametric sample would influence the resulting scores for each 

variable. In terms of perceived usefulness, the sample data also tested not 

normal. Since. this measure has been shown to be a valid instrument, the fact 

that the results were found to be not normal, would indicate that the sample had 

a significant impact on testing for normality. If this is assumed. the question of 

the reliability of the measure for information system success is weakened. 

Due to the non-parametric nature of the sample data. non-parametric statistical 

techniques were adopted for association testing, specifically Spearman Rank and 

Kendall Rank Correlation procedures. 
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6.5 Hypothesis Testing 

The measures of association for each hypothesis are produced in each section, 

followed by a graphical analysis of the results and a discussion. 

6.5.1 Information System Success and User Attitude 

Table 6.5 details the measures of associations between information systems 

success and user attitude. 

···)·$1,11•:::1:•• 
· Nttitjm,f( 

1 26 24 o.7611 I 0.0001 0.5638 0.0001 Yes 

2 14 12 0.5069 0.0676 0.4052 0.0548 Inconclusive 

3 19 17 0.2063 I 0.3813 0.1747 0.3070 No 

4 16 14 0.2381 0.3564 0.1391 0.4662 No 

5 16 14 0.1332 0.6058 0.0773 0.6228 No 

6 16 14 o.71n I 0.0055 0.5448 0.0049 Yes 
I 

7 21 19 o.8734 1 0.0001 0.7076 0.0000 Yes 

8 13 11 o.4262 I 0.1398 0.3268 0.1251 Inconclusive 

9 11 9 0.4279 i 0.1760 0.2991 0.2088 No 
i 

10 15 13 o.2ss3 I 0.3338 0.1584 0.4236 No 

11 15 13 o.6652 I 0.0132 0.4757 0.0148 Yes 

Total 181 179 o.5638 I 0.0000 0.4059 0.0000 Yes 

Table 6.5 : Association Measures - Information System Success and User 
Attitude. 
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Although individual system results do not always provide positive associations 

(p < 0.050), when examining the consolidated results there is a very high 

correlation between information systems success and user attitude. Smaller 

sample sizes require stricter rules for determining associations leading to 

inconclusive results in some cases. In those individual information systems which 

do have a positive association, the association is very strong using both Kendall 

and Spearman Rank procedures. Of the individual information systems, 2 

produced inconclusive results, with 5 having no association between attitude and 

information system success. The fact that graphical analysis indicated a strong 

positive association, would confirm that the sample size influenced the results. 

User Attitude n • 181 
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• •. • ..... ,,._ -~ I ·:. ',11 ; t. 

60%-' 
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figure 6.1 : Scatter Plot - Information System Success and User Attitude 
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Figure 6.1 is a scatter plot of the results using the total sample for information 

system success and user attitude. The mean score for information system success, 

of 77.76%, is plotted on the graph and represented by the vertical line. The 

horizontal line, at 73.41 % represents the mean score for user attitude within the 

total sample. If one assumes that low information system success is associated 

with low user attitude and vice versa, the majority of responses should lie in the 

areas marked A and C. The results which fall in the areas marked B and D are 

those that do not agree with the association, and need to be addressed to 

understand why they deviate from the norm. 

In analysing these results, one can assume that those results which fall just inside 

the areas B and D but are close to the average lines are a result of the method 

of testing and in a retest situation could possibly fall into the association areas. 

The focus was thus on those results which were distinctly different from the 

norm. Those that were, in areas B and D could not be isolated to any particular 

variable, moreover, only approximately 10% of responses appear to be markedly 

divergent from the association trend line. This indicates that the strong 

correlation for consolidated results is justified. Results which are markedly 

different from the norm would be a result of extraneous variables outside the 

confines of the specific information system and the areas being examined in this 

research. 

Where information system success scores are above average (x-axis> 77.76%) but 

attitude scores are below average (y-axis< 73.41 % ), area B, it indicates that 
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although the system has met its objectives the users are not satisfied. If one 

assumes that the objectives were correct, but the users are not able to accrue 

benefit it would indicate a need for the users to receive additional training in the 

use of the information system as this could be the reason for them not being 

satisfied: Examining those responses which were 10% or more below average for 

attitude and above average for success, yielded 8 responses. Of the 8, 6 

respondents scored the level of training they received as insufficient. 

Extraneous variables, outside the information system environment may also be 

causing negative user attitude. An additional scenario is that although the fit to 

objectives is high, the user does not feel that the objectives for the information 

system were correct, and is thus dissatisfied in terms of personal benefit that he 

or she is receiving from the information system. 

In analyzing the differences between user attitude and information system success 

scores, figure 6.2 provides an indication of the extent to which large differences 

between attitude and success are occurring, and the nature of the difference. 

These large differences can possibly be associated with goal congruency or 

incongruency between user objectives and organisational/system objectives. The 

implications of the wrong objectives being achieved have already been 

mentioned. However, in determining the goal congruency between the user and 

the organisation, the user's personal objectives or goals are best measured by the 

user information satisfaction construct, which is a measure of how satisfied the 

user is with the information that is being received from the information svstem. 
~ . 
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Figure 6.2 : Ordered Difference Plot - User Attitude minus Information System 
Success. 

The goals of the organisation are best indicated by the objectives isolated for the 

information system. The extent to which these goals are in line with the user's 

objectives is the measure of the goal congruency between the user and the 

information system. Large difference between information system success and 

user attitude would thus indicate a lack of congruency between user and 

organisational goals. Moreover, for an information system, no association 

between attitude and information system success would also indicate a lack of 

goal congruency. 
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6;5.2 Information System Success and User Belief 

Table 6.6 details the measures of associations for information systems success 

and user belief. The measures of association for information system success and 

user belief are similar to those of attitude, in that, although individual systems 

do not have significant correlation (p < 0.050), when measuring the aggregate 

association there is a very strong correlation between information system success 

and user belief. Of the 11 information systems, 4 had no associations and 1 

produced inconclusive results. 

1 26 24 0.4487 0.0145 0.3667 0.0112 Yes 

2 14 12 0.4167 0.1329 0.3509 0.1117 No 

3 19 17 0.6538 0.0055 0.5280 0.0025 Yes 

4 16 14 0.3073 0.2340 0.2366 0.2284 No 

5 16 14 0.3664 0.1559 0.2526 0.1961 No 

6 16 14 0.6345 0.0140 0.4901 0.0177 Yes 

7 21 19 0.4788 0.0322 0.3780 0.0213 Yes 

8 13 11 0.7607 0.0084 0.6491 0.0026 Yes 

9 11 13 0.1425 I 0.6522 0.1698 0.4773 Inconclusive 

10 15 13 0.4932 0.0650 0.3620 0.0700 No 

11 15 13 o.7424 I 0.0055 0.5589 0.0045 Yes 

Total 181 179 0.5094 0.0000 0.4384 0.0000 Yes 

Table 6.6 : Association Measures - Information System Success and User Belief. 
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Figure 6.3 : Scatter Plot - Information System Success and User Belief. 

Figure 6.3 is a scatter plot of results for information systems success and user 

belief. On the figure, the respective mean scores for information system success, 

77.76%, and user belief, 83.16%, are plotted by the vertical and horizontal lines 

respectively. The results which fall in the areas marked A and C are those that 

conform to the association postulated. The results which fall in areas B and D 

are those that do not agree with the association. These results could not be 

isolated to any particular information system and were found in all information 

svstems. As can be seen from the figure, verv few results fall in area D, where 
.,! _...., .. • 

information system success is above average (x-axis> 77.76%) and user belief is 

below average (y-axis< 83.16% ). Results in this area would indicate that although 
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the information system is successful, users are sceptical about its benefit - this 

could be a function of user resistance to information systems in general or a lack 

of education on the part of the users with regards the benefit of information 

systems. However, with less than 10 results falling in this area it is difficult to 

perform any analysis, and one can assume that with such a small number of 

responses such a result is unlikely. 

The results in area B, where information system success is below average (x

axis< 73.16%), and user belief is above average (y-axis>83.16%), are those 

responses where the user's belief or perceptions about the information system 

was not met in terms of its success. It can be argued that the results in this area 

are a result of the natural tendency of individuals to expect too much from 

information systems. The users' beliefs about the information system are high as 

they perceive that there wiH be significant benefit from the information system, 

however, the reality in terms of actual benefit has not been achieved. This 

tendency is indicated in figure 6.4 below with the majority of differences between 

user belief and information system success having a net positive difference with 

user belief being higher than information system success. 
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Figure 6.4 : Ordered Difference Plot - User Belief minus Information System 
Success. 

6.5.3 User Attitude and User Belief 

Table 6.7 details the measures of associations between user attitude and user 

belief. In 8 out of the 11 individual information systems and the consolidated 

results, there is a strong association between user attitude and user belief. As 

discussed in chapter 4, this is expected considering Fishbein and Azjen's model 

of the relationship between attitude and belief. However, the strong association 

does not prove causality. Fishbein and Azjen state that belief predicts attitude, 

and that through behaviour and a feedback mechanism, user belief is modified. 

This implies a circular relationship with each factor influencing the other. 
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1 26 24 0.6025 0.0026 0.4671 0.0013 Yes 

2 14 12 0.7834 0.0047 0.5824 0.0067 Yes 

3 19 17 0.5157 0.0287 0.3990 0.0214 Yes 

4 16 14 0.6281 0.0150 0.5369 0.0063 Yes 

5 16 14 0.6364 0.0137 0.4893 0.0126 Yes 

6 16 14 0.6084 0.0185 0.4573 0.0246 Yes 

7 21 19 0.5699 0.0108 0.4800 0.0036 Yes 

8 13 11 0.5388 0.0620 0.4267 0.0484 Yes 

9 11 9 -0.0876 0.7819 -0.0381 0.8741 No 

10 15 13 0.3873 0.1473 0.3282 0.1054 No 

11 15 13 0.3923 0.1422 0.3432 0.0810 Inconclusive 

Total 181 179 0.5961 0.0000 0.4568 0.0000 Yes 

Table 6.7 : Association Measures · User Attitude and User Belief. 

Figure 6.5 is a scatter plot of results for user attitude and user belief. The 

vertical line (x-axis= 73.41 % ) represents the mean user attitude success score for 

the sample. The horizontal line (y-axis= 83.16%) represents the mean user belief 

score for the sample. The results which fall in the areas B and D are those that 

do not agree with the association. Those users with high attitude scores but low 

belief scores bring into question Fishbein and Azjen's model, however, the 

limited number of responses in area D would indicate that the responses are due 

to individual differences and not representative of the user community. 
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Figure 6.5 : Scatter Plot - User Attitude and User Belief 

The majority of responses in area B which are markedly divergent fall close to 

a 100% for user belief scores. This would indicate extreme positive perceptions 

about the benefit of an information system. with lower attitude scores in terms 

of the benefit actually received. 

In examining the differences in scores between user a::aude and user belief, 

figure 6.6, a significant majority of user belief scores are higher than user attitude 

scores. This would be in line with the results regarding information systems 

success and user belief, in that the users expectations or perceptions about an 

information system exceed what is actually delivered. 
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Figure 6.6 : Ordered Difference Plot - User Belief minus User Attitude. 

The limited number of respondents who scored user attitude higher than user 

belief are testimony to the fact. There is a need to understand further the 

relationship between attitude and belief. for example, how negative user attitude 

will impact on user belief over time. and vice versa. 

6.5.4 Information System Success, User Belief and User Attitude 

In examining the relationship between information system success, user attitude 

and user belief, a scatter plot figure ordered by information system success on 

the x-axis and the corresponding percentage scores for user belief and user 
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attitude on the y-axis is provided in figure 6.7. Information system success has 

been categorised into low, mid and high information system success categories. 

The lack of previous research to determine categories of information system 

success required the adoption of alternative measures. Based on the range of 

responses for information system success, 40-100%, three equidistant categories 

were calculated, and termed low, mid and high. Table 6.8 details the respective 

means for information system success, user belief and user attitude within each 

information system success category. 

At low levels of success, it would appear that the results for user attitude and 

user belief are very dispersed in relation to the middle and high levels of 

information system success, which, although having a much higher concentration 

of responses, has a closer correlation of attitude and belief scores. However, 

what does appear is that perfect scores for information system success ( lOOo/c) 

have corresponding scores for attitude ranging down to 50%. This would once 

again relate to goal congruency as weil as mitigate the extent to which 

information system success causes changes in user attitude. The existence of 

causality however, would require controlled experimental situations. 

··. Success Mean •·.· Attitude M~an { > Belief Mean % / 
. ·\.){%. ··)···· %()<<············· 

Low < 60% 53.74 62.84 75.54 

Middle 60% - 80% 68 71.41 68.92 78.29 

High > 80% 87 89.99 80.61 89.24 

Table 6.8 : Mean Scores per Information System Success Levels. 
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Figure 6.7 : Scatter Plot - Information System Success Categories. 

Examining the low information system success area also indicates that at low 

levels of success, belief scores are considerably higher than user attitude scores 

and always higher than success scores. In addition, user belief scores in relation 

to attitude and information system success are high in all three information 

system success categories. This indicates a general positive perception among the 

sample c;Sers of the benefits of information systems. 

The closest correlation of results tends to be the middle success range with user 

attitude and user belief scores limited between 60% - 100%, with no obvious 

deviations from the associations proven earlier. Within the high category· of 
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information systems success, the mean scores for user belief and information 

system success are extremely close. This is a result of the general tendency of the 

user to perceive an information system as very useful, and it is questionable as 

to whether information system success will cause any changes in perceptions for 

high levels of information system success. 

6.5.5 User involvement 

Before investigating user involvement, it must be pointed out that the 

modification of Ives and Olson's first category of involvement provided no 

additional information. The splitting of the lowest level of involvement into 

"uninvited" and "unwilling" yielded no responses to the "unwilling" category. The 

lack of responses could be a result of there being no users who were unwilling, 

or, the negative connotation that could be associated with users formally 

indicating that thev were not willing. Further research is needed to understand 
~ w ~ 

whether users are ever unwilling to participate and the development of an 

instrument that could detect user's unwillingness. 

Out of the total sample, the major concentrations of responses were in category 

1 (no involvement) and category 6 (involvement by doing) as depicted in Figure 

6.16. This was true for both involvement in development and involvement in 

implementation, although more · .. sers were involved in category 6 (involvement 

by doing) in terms of implementation. 

/ 
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Figure 6.8 : Responses per Involvement Category m Development and 
Implementation. 

In measuring the associations between user involvement and information system 

success, user attitude and user belief, it should be noted that the use of 

Spearman and Kendall Rank procedures may not be ideal when determining 

associations as the increasing levels of user involvement may not be ordinal. 

Thus, alternative statistical techniques may be required. A possible alternative 

identified but not employed is the Terpstra-Janckheer test (Neave and 

Worthington,1988). Although the levels of involvement may not be ordinal from 

a qualitative point of view,. it is ordinal from a quantitative perspective. Thus, the 

associations were examined using Spearman and Kendall techniques, the results 

of which are contained in Appendix G. 
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Out of the 11 information systems, only 1 had a significant association between 

information systems success and user involvement in development. 2 out of 11 

information systems were found to have a significant association between 

information system success and user involvement in implementation. Similar 

results for the individual information systems were found between user attitude 

and involvement. Only 1 of the 11 information systems indicated an association 

between user belief and involvement. Table 6.9 provides a summary of the 

significance levels and association measures for the sample as a whole. Similarly, 

table 6.10 provides a summary of the results for user involvement in 

implementation and the respective variables. 

. . 

IBvolvement····· . : ........... f::.::•:·.•UJ 
.•: in·:. 

Development · ·· 

and 
Information 

System 
Success 

and User 
Attitude 

and User 
Belief 

181 179 

181 179 

181 179 

· s~n Spearman :1 ~~ntfall}l 
/ \r·. . .... ·. {p ... }? 

0.0945 0.2047 0.0740 

0.3030 0.0000 0.2374 

0.1617 0.0301 0.1291 

0.2019 No 

0.0000 Yes 

0.0295 Yes 

Table 6.9 : Summary Association .\1easures - Gser Involvement in Development 
and Information System Success, Cser Attitude, and User Belief. 

Although in Tables 6.9 and 6.10, association testing produced 5 out of 6 

significant results, the lack of associations for individual information systems 

indicates a need for some caution. However. the small sample sizes and fact that 

in any particular system, all the users sampled may have not been involved at all 
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indicates that the consoljdated results are possibly a better indication. 

J::::::::::i::::::1111::::::::::::::,::::: 
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and 
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Success 

and User 
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and User 
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181 179 
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0.1528 0.0403 0.1181 0.0382 

0.3271 0 .0000 · 0.2503 0.0000 

0.15~7 0.0392 0.1210 0.0382 
I 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Table 6.10 : Summary Assdciation Measures - User Involvement in 
Implementation and Information:System Success, User Attitude, and User Belief. 
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Figure 6.9 : User Involvement in Development - Category Analysis. 
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Once again, to gain a better understanding of the impact of user involvement, 

results are analysed per user involvement category. From the results, depicted in 

figure 6.9 and 6.10, users at higher levels of involvement in information systems 

development, specifically in category 6, have mean scores of above 85% for 

information system success, user attitude and user belief. Thus, a graphical 

analysis confirms the postulation that increasing levels of involvement are 

associated with higher information system success scores. The lowest scores for 

success are not found where users had no involvement, category 1, but rather in 

category 4, where users are asked for advice at the discretion of the information 

system staff, and in category 7, where users have a controlling interest in the 

project and typically have control of the information system development. In the 

latter situation, this could be a result of the fact that category 7 involvement 

would include individuals within the organisation who have to authorise and 

justify the costs of the information system. The cost-benefit of the information 

system in their perception, or their inability to determine the cost benefit, may 

be mitigating factors against scoring the information system highly successful. 

However, the limited number of responses in category 7 indicate that the 

explanation is only tentative and further research, examining the relationship 

between organisational level of the user, user involvement and the implications 

for information systems development, should be conducted. 

Referring to figure 6.9 and 6.10, user attitude scores are the lowest in 

involvement category 3, which is where the user is involved as a token gesture. 

This confirms the earlier stated fact, that involvement must include influence 
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(Lucas,1973), and that since user involvement is a mechanism by which user 

attitude can be changed, involvement without influence will lead to lower user 

attitude. In line with the trend for information system success, higher levels of 

involvement, categories 5,6, and 7 are associated with higher scores for user 

attitude. 
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Figure 6.10 : User Involvement in Implementation - Category Analysis. 

When examining information system success and user attitude. at involvement 

categories 1 and 3, the mean scores for user attitude are lower than information 

systems success, although this is not the case at higher levels of involvement. This 

indicates that dissatisfaction is influenced by level of involvement and highlights 

the possibility of changing user attitude through involving users in both the 
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information system development and implementation process. 

Although the mean scores for user belief per involvement category in both 

development and implementation follow a similar trend to user attitude and 

information system success, it should be noted that all the belief scores are above 

80%, and although the higher levels of involvement would raise expectations 

through contact with advanced technology (Lucas,1973), the user's belief about 

the benefits of an information system can be high at all levels of involvement. 

From the results of involvement discussed, limited involvement in the form of 

categories 3 and 4 are barriers in terms of successful information systems 

development and implementation. Further research is needed, however, including 

a longitudinal study, to examine the causality between involvement, attitude, 

belief and success · isolating the impact that differing levels of involvement have 

on attitude, belief and information systems success and vice versa. 

6.6 Conclusion 

In analysing the results, both statisticai and graphical techniques were used to 

ensure a clear and accurate picture of the association between variables being 

researched. Table 6.11 reproduces the hypotheses presented earlier and the 

extent to which statistical testing for measures of association enable one to 

accept or reject the hypotheses. 
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Although strong associations and correlations were not always found for 

individual information systems, the aggregated data did substantiate 8 out of the 

9 hypotheses. Very significant (p < 0.001) positive association for the total sample 

between user attitude and information system success, user belief and 

information systems success, and user attitude and user belief, were found, and 

H1, H2, and H3, were accepted. 

Standard association testing employed for user involvement and information 

system success (see Appendix G) found only one significant association between 

involvement in development and information system success at the individual 

information system level, and no association for the total sample. This indicates 

that user involvement in the actual development of the information system is not 

essential for success. 

Two significant associations between user involvement during implementation 

and information system success were found. This could indicate rejection of any 

association between involvement and information system success, however, the 

measures of association for the consolidated results and graphical analysis 

indicate that H5 can be accepted at p < 0.050. The existence of an association 

between user involvement in implementation and information systems success is 

a result of the fact that involvement is more critical during implementation when 

users are required to take ownership of the information system. 
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H1 A user's attitude as measured by user information satisfaction is 
positively associated with the success of an information system as 0.0000 Accept 
measured by its fit to objectives. 

H2 A user's belief as measured by perceived usefulness is positively 
associated with the success of an information system as measured 0.0000 Accept 
by its fit to objectives. 

H3 A user's attitude toward an information system as measured by user 
information satisfaction is positively associated with user's belief 0.0000 Accept 
about an information system as measure by the perceived 
usefulness. 

H4 Higher levels of user involvement in the development of an 
information system as measured by user involvement levels, will be 0.2000 Reject 
positively associated with higher levels of information system 
success. 

Hs Higher levels of user involvement in the implementation of an 
information system, will be positively associated with higher levels 0.0400 Accept 
of information system success. 

H6 Higher levels of user involvement in the development of an 
information system, will be positively associated with higher user 0.0000 Accept 
attitude as measured by user inf onnation satisfaction. 

H7 Higher levels of user involvement in the implementation of an 
inf onnation system, will be positively associated with higher user 0.0000 Accept 
attitude as measured by user inf onnation satisfaction. 

Hg Higher levels of user involvement in the development of an 
information system, will be positively associated with higher user 0.0300 Accept 
belief as measured by perceived usefulness. 

H9 Higher levels of user involvement in the implementation of an 
information system, will be positively associated with higher user 0.0400 Accept 
belief as measured by perceived usefulness. 

Table 6.11 : Summary of Results - Hypotheses Accepted/Rejected. 

Similarly, although limited associations were found at the individual system level, 

based on measures of association using the total sample, user attitude and user 

involvement were found to be associated (p < 0.0001) with both user involvement 

in development and implementation. Thus, H6 and H 7 are accepted. The 
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existence of a relationship at both the development and implementation stages 

of the information system life cycle indicates the need to examine a cause and 

effect relationship between user attitude and user involvement. 

Although not as strong, an association between user involvement and user belief 

was found using the total sample results. Thus, H8 and ~ were accepted. 

Following from this, and Fishbein and Azjen's model, one can assume that user 

involvement influences user perceptions regarding the benefit of an information 

system, since it is unlikely that a users' perception will determine their level of 

involvement. 

Aside from the hypotheses testing, observations have also been made with 

reference to the graphical analysis. The implications of these, and the hypotheses 

testing above, for both researchers and practitioners, is discussed in the 

concluding chapter. 
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7. CONCLUSION 

7.1 Introduction 

Several factors impacted on the research results and this chapter highlights the 

possible implications of these as well discussing how they can be addressed in 

further research. Based on the limitations of this research, and the analysis of 

results, areas for further research are highlighted, specifically relating to the 

measures used. This research study has raised a number of other research areas. 

These are.also discussed in this chapter. 

A discussion of the associations and relationship between the variables examined 

is detailed in the contributions of research section. The conclusion reiterates 

major findings and implications. 

7 .2 Limitations of Results and Areas for Further Research 

Although every effort was made to ensure the validity and accuracy of the 

research, a number of limitations should be considered when reviewirnr the . ~ 

results and findings. These limitations fall into two general areas: 
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7.2.1 Precision of Measures 

A central consideration is the exploratory nature of the information system 

success measure adopted for this research. Although the measure is argued to 

have a strong theoretical foundation in terms of its appropriateness, the lack of 

additional research making use of the instrument, the lack of other instruments 

against which to compare the "fit to objectives" measure, and the nature of a new 

instrument requires that it be refined over time. All these factors indicate that 

although theoretically the research instrument may be valid, retest situations and 

additional testing may be required to generalise the results. 

Further research into the appropriateness of the "fit to objectives" measure is 

required to prove or disprove its validity, and develop a strong empirical 

foundation. This research should address a number of issues. including but not 

limited to the following: 

Are 5 objectives sufficient to represent the organisational goals for a 
complex information system. or does one need to include all the 
objectives isolated ? 

Are the techniques used to isolate the objectives per information system 
appropriate? The possibility of a feedback loop should be investigated, 
whereby, once the objectives are identified the users and information 
system staff could review the objectives and highlight any missing. 
Alternatively, objectives should be set during the planning stage of any 
information system and used to determine the fit to objectives. 

In measuring the fit to objectives, a mechanism is needed to ensure that 
the objectives are current. Longitudinal studies should also examine the 
extent to which the objectives change over the duration of the information 
systems development process and thereafter. 
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The inclusion of specific instruments to determine the technical success 
of the information system, to get a broader success measure for the 
information system. 

The above would enhance the appropriateness of the "fit to objectives" 

instrument as well as providing additional rigour in its practical application. Once 

a refined instrument and comprehensive knowledge base has been determined, 

formulae for aggregating information system success scores within an 

organisation to produce generic information system success scores can be 

developed. 

Previous researchers have already highlighted the limitations regarding the 

applicability of the user information satisfaction construct to all organisations and 

that the survey questions may be interpreted differently within different 

organisations. The need for further validation of the user information satisfaction 

construct is required; the details of this can be found in previous research, 

specifically Ives and Olson( 1984) and Miller(1989). 

7.2.2 Research Approach and Analysis 

The researcher had little control in the selection of both the information systems 

examined and the participating users per information system. Reliance on the 

information system staff within each organisation to select users could lead to a 

bias in the results. Moreover, stronger control needs to be asserted in selecting 

the level of user to respond to the questionnaire and a more comprehensive 
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breakdown is required in terms of level of user education, specifically in the 

South African context, to better understand the results. 

7.2.3 Other Areas for Further Research 

I 

Aside from the limitations and areas for further research already covered, 

additional questions to be addressed have emerged from the analysis. The 

measuring of goal congruency and impact on information system success, user 

attitude, belief and involvement is required. An understanding of the 

convergence or divergence of organisational and user goals could indicate the 

extent to which an information system will be utilised, accrue benefit or result 

in user resistance. 

Fallowing from the broad analysis of the relationship between attitude and belief, 

an investigation into causality is required to ascertain the extent to which belief 

predicts attitude. Based on the strong association between attitude and 

information system success, it can be argued that if an information system prior 

to development is believed to be beneficial, user behaviour should be a positive 

contributor during the development process. 

A final area for further research involves repeat testing and longitudinal studies, 

to fully comprehend the interrelationship between the variables examined in this 

research and the impact that changes have on attitude, belief and involvement 

over time. Longitudinal studies including case studies and repeat testing are vital 
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to developing the necessary insight within the behavioural information systems 

research discipline. 

7.3 Contributions of Research 

The results of the research include implications for both researchers and 

practitioners alike. Throughout the research, a focus has been on the applicability 

of the research to information system practitioners. The user information 

satisfaction instrument has already been used within organisational environments 

for monitoring information systems, however, the "fit to objectives" measure 

provides a new and easily operationalised instrument for measuring the success 

of an information system. 

Building on previous research. and the results of this research, an interpretation 

of the key issues regardingruser behaviour and information system success is 

discussed below. 

In general there is a strong association between user attitude, measured by user 

information satisfaction, and information system success, as measured by its fit 

to objectives. This relationship is logical and a result of the integral role that the 

user plays in information systems. However, if one defines information system 

success as the aggregate organisational benefit that accrues from an information 

system, this research indicates that user attitude, and specifically user information 

satisfaction, is not a surrogate measure of information system success. User 
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attitude and information system success are two separate constructs, with user 

information satisfaction measuring the degree to which a user accrues personal 

benefit from an information system. Information system success, on the other 

hand, is a measure of the degree to which the organisation accrues benefit from 

an information system. 

Following from the above, a large difference between user attitude and 

information system success indicates a lack of congruency between the goals of 

the user and those of the organisation. 

User belief, as measured by the perceived usefulness of an information system, 

also has a strong association with information system success as well as with user 

attitude. The association with attitude is natural and a result of the behavioural 

model developed by Fishbein and Azjen, whereby belief predicts attitude. 

Although this research does not prove the causality between attitude and belief, 

the existence of very significant associations verifies the existence of a 

relationship. 

The strong association between user belief and information system success 

indicates that a user's perception of the benefit of an information system is 

associated with the overall information system success. Logically, an information 

system which a user believes to provide no usefulness, wrn not be used once 

implemented. Coming back to goal congruency, if the users goals are not 

addressed by an information system, he will perceive it to have no usefulness for 
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him. Ultimately, through an association with attitude, this will translate into a 

low levels of information system success. 

Moreover, the high scores for user belief indicate that users generally have high 

expectations and perceived benefits regarding an information system. The 

implications of these expectations not being met, both in terms of user 

information satisfaction and information system success, is a key area for further 

research to understanding the impact of user behaviour on information systems. 

User involvement is regarded as a mechanism whereby user attitude and user 

belief can be influenced. For discussion purposes regarding involvement, it is 

assumed that the associations found are indicative of the effect of user 

involvement on the respective user variables. The basis for this is the fact that 

user involvement was measured post-implementation, and that it is unlikely that 

user attitude and belief could have determined the level of user involvement, 

since this is generally determined by the information systems development team . 

• .\.ssociations between involvement and information system success were only 

found when users were involved in the implementation of information systems. 

Thus, user involvement may not be essential to the design and development of 

the information system, but during implementation the desired levels of 

information system acceptance and user ownership necessitate that users be 

involved. This involvement should preferably be as part of the project team doing 

the implementation; other levels of involvement, specifically "token gesture", do 
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not always have a positive impact on attitude. 

User attitude and user involvement were found to have strong associations, both 

during development and implementation. This highlights the influence that 

involvement can have on user attitude. Following on from the above, 

involvement as a "token gesture" has severe implications for user attitude, since 

the user is involved without being able to actually contribute. Ultimately this 

results in user frustration, negative uset attitude, and, based on the existence of 

the association between attitude and information system success, lower levels of 

information system success. 

User belief, although not as strong as user attitude, is also associated with levels 

of involvement both during development and implementation. This is a result of 

the user perceptions being affected positively by exposure to new technology and 

the workings of the information systems function. User belief is possibly 

determined by previous experience with, and level of education regarding, 

information systems. 

7.4 Conclusion 

Although several limitations and considerations have been highlighted, the 

research provides answers and poses several new questions relevant to both 

inform':tion system practitioners and researchers. The major contributions have 

been a furtherance of the body of knowledge on measuring the organisational 
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benefit that accrues from information systems, and developing a better 

understanding of the role the user has in information systems development. 

Specifically, user involvement and user attitude are two key variables which need 

to be addressed by the information system developer to ensure successful 

information systems. In addressing these, the information system developer must 

ensure that involvement is at a sufficient level to allow user influence and 

thereby lead to positive user attitude and ultimately information system success. 
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APPENDIX A 

Research Prospectus 

An investigation into the relationship between 
user attitude, user involvement and the success 

of an information system. 

INTRODUCTION 

This outline provides basic information regarding the proposed research. Empirical 
research is fundamental to the expansion of knowledge within any field - this 
research seeks to expand the knowledge base with reference to Information Systems 
in South Africa. 

The area of research is the impact that users have on the success of an information 
system. The research is confined to two user elements, namely attitude and 
involvement, and their implications for successful information systems. The research 
data is to be obtained using both proven and new instruments contained in 
questionnaires completed by both users and information svstems staff within 
organisations. 

The research will form the basis for a Masters thesis. 

BACKGROUND 

Researchers and practitioner's increasingly highlight that the user, as a key 
component of information systems, must receive increased consideration from 
information systems developers to ensure effective information systems. However, 
receiving increased consideration is not a sure sign of success, and this research asks 
the question: Does user attitude towards an information system. and information 
systems in general, have a direct link to the success of the system? In addition, it 
is postulated that certain types of user involvement in the development and 
implementation of information systems will correlate to certain levels of user 
attitude and ultimately differing levels of information systems success. 

Research to date, although examining this area, has tended to have a fragmented 
approach, lack a theoretical foundation and make use of inappropriate measures 
when determining information systems success. In overcoming these obstacles, this 
research makes use of proven measures for attitude and involvement and develops 
a new measure for information systems success, based on measuring the extent to 
which set objectives are achieved. 
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INVOLVEMENT REQUIRED 

The central requirements for those organisations interested in participating is an 
information system which: 

• has been implemented and not in development; 
• has 11 users or more; and 

has users who use the system for more than data capture. 

Any organisation with information systems conforming to the above requirements 
can participate in the research and there is no limit to the number of separate 
information systems included. All information obtained from companies will be 
treated as confidential. Names of participating organisations will only be referred 
to once permission has been obtained in writing. 

The research involves an initial questionnaire (Appendix B) which is distributed to 
both users and information systems staff, completed and returned to an individual 
co-ordinating the questionnaire within the organisation. The results from the first 
questionnaire are analysed and used as input to the second questionnaire (Appendix 
C). The second questionnaire is distributed to the users, completed and once again 
returned. An illustration of the process can be seen in the diagram on the page 
following: 

Contact the 
Organisation 

-1 Interview Key 
Individuals 

Identify Target 
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I Systems and Users, 

Administer 
Questionnaire 1 

Review 

Results 

Administer 
Questionnaire 2 

Statistical Testing 
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Once the second questionnaire has been completed, the information will be 
analysed, and the results and interpretations thereof will be provided to 
participating organisations. 

SUMMARY 

All participating companies will receive statistical information regarding each system 
they included. The information could prove to be invaluable to an Information 
Systems department, both in providing feedback regarding user attitude and the 
success of the information system. 
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APPENDIX B 

Questionnaire 1 

Measuring Information Systems Objectives 

This questionnaire forms the basis of research investigating the success 

of an Information System by eliciting the objectives of the Information 

System. 

The questionnaire consists of Sections A - B and you are requested to 

ensure that all are completed. There are no right or wrong answers and 

all responses will remain anonymous. All sections have detailed 

instructions, if there are any queries you should please contact Mark 

Meskin (021-212 313). 

The questionnaire must be completed and returned to -------
at by the April 1992. 

Thank you for your co-operation. 
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SECTION A 

DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION 

1. Please complete the following section by filling in yout details in the blocks 
provided: 

Name of your Company: 

Date Completed: 

Your Position: 

Your Age: 
years. 

Number of years with the 
company: 

years. 

Number of years of 
experience with 
information systems: years. 

2. Please complete the following section by filling in your details in the blocks 
provided: 

I Name of Information 
System: 
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SECTION B 

INFORMATION SYSTEMS OBJECTIVES 

0 

3. Please complete the following section by writing down your understanding 
of the objectives of the previously identified information system. You should 
please list a maximum of 5 objectives that you believe the information 
system was designed and implemented to achieve: 

i) 

ii) 

iii) 

iv) 

v) 
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APPENDIX C 

Questionnaire 2 

Measuring User Attitude, User Involvement, 

and Information Systems Success 

This questionnaire forms the basis of research investigating the impact 

of User attitude, and User involvement on the Success of an Information 

System. 

The questionnaire consists of Sections A - D and you are requested to 

ensure that all are completed. There are no right or wrong answers and 

all responses will remain anonymous. All sections have detailed 

instructions, if there are any queries you should ple.ase contact Mark 

Meskin (021-212 313). 

The questionnaire must be completed and returned to ______ _ 

at by the May 1992. 

Thank you for your co-operation. 
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SECTION A 

DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION 

1. Please complete the following section by filling in your details in the blocks 
provided; 

Name of your Company: 

Date Completed: 

Your Position: 

Your Age: 

years. 

Number of years with the 
company: 

years. 

Number of years of 
experience with 
information systems: years. 

2. Please complete the following section by filling in your details in the blocks 
provided: 

i Name of Information 
System: 
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INFORMATION SYSTEMS SUCCESS 

Please respond to the following 5 questions by rating the extent to which the 
Information System meets the specified objectives. Using the 7 point scale provided, 
please rate each item by placing a cross underneath the number which best 
describes your response. 

For example, the national speed limit of 60 kmh is: 

too 

slow 

i) Objective One 

not at all 

ii) - Objective Two 

not at all 

iii) Objective Three 

not at all 

I 
1 

I 
2 

I 
3 

I 
4 

I 
5 

I 
6 

I 
7 

I 

I I I 
2 

I 
3 

I 
4 

I S I 
6 

I 
7 

I 
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iv) Objective Four 

not at all totally 

v) Objective Five 

not at all 

I 
1 

I 
2 

I 
3 

I 
4 

I 
5 

I 
6 

I 
7 

I 
totally ·1 

4. Please rank the following objectives in order of importance for the specific 
Information System. Use the table provided by placing a 5 in the block 
corresponding to the most important objective, and a 1 in the block 
corresponding to the least important objective. Place a 4,3,2 in the blocks 
corresponding to objectives with decreasing importance. Each rank can only 
be used once. 

Objective Rank 

Objective One 

Objective Two 
. 

Objective Three 

Objective Four 

Objective Five 
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SECTION C 

USER ATTITUDE 

For the following questions, please rate the item listed on the 7 point scale 
provided, by placing a cross underneath the number which best describes your 
response. 

For example, the national speed limit of 60 kmh is: 

too 

. slow I 
1 

I 
2 

I 
3 

I 
4 

I z I 
6 

I 
7 

I 
5. Your relationship with the Information System staff is: 

strained 

I 

1 

I 

2 

I 

3 

I 

4 

I 

5 

I 

6 

I 

7 

I 

too 

fast 

harmonious 

6. The speed to process requests for changes to existing Information Systems 
is: 

untimely 

I I I 

2 

I 

3 

I 

4 

I S I 

6 

I ? I 
timely 

7. The training you received for the Information System is: 

insufficient 

I I I 

2 

I 

3 

I 

4 

I S I 

6 

I 

7 

I 

sufficient 

8. Your understanding of the Information System is: 

limited 

I 

1 

I 

2 

I 

3 

I 

4 

I 

5 

I 

6 

I 

7 

I 

extensive 

I 
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9. Your feeling of participation in the Information System is: 

·unpleasant 

I 

1 

I 

2 

I 

3 

I 

4 

I 

5 

I 

6 

I 

7 

I 

10. The. attitude of the Information System staff is: 

self 

centred 
I 

1 

I 

2 

I 

3 

I 

4 

I 

5 

I 

6 

I 

7 

I 

11. The reliability of the Information System output is: 

doubtful 

I 

1 

I 

2 

I 

3 

I 

4 

I 

5 

I 

6 

I 

7 

I 

12. The relevance of the Information Systems output is: 

insignificant 

I 

1 

I 

2 

I 

3 

I 

4 

I 

5 

I 

6 

I 

7 

I 

13. The accuracy of the Information Systems output is: 

inconsistent 

I 

1 

I 

2 

I 

3 

I 

4 

I 

5 

I 

6 

I 

7 

I 

14. The precision of Information Systems output is: 

low 

I 

1 

I 

2 

I 

3 

I 

4 

I 

5 

I 

6 

I 

7 

I 
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15. Your communication with the Information System staff is: 

pointless 

I 

1 

I 

2 

I 

3 

I 

4 

I 

5 

I 

6 

I 

7 

I 

rewarding 

16. The comprehensiveness of the Information Systems output is: 

inadequate substantial 

17. The level of time required for new Information Systems development is: 

unreliable 

I 

1 

I 

2 

I 

3 

I 

4 

I 

5 

I 

6 

I 

7 

I 

dependable 

18. The Information System makes you work: 

slower 

I 

1 

I 

2 

I 

3 

I 

4 

I 

5 

I 

6 

I 

7 

I 

faster 

19. The Information System makes you perform your job: 

worse 

I 

1 

I 

2 

I 

3 

I 

4 

I 

5 

I 

6 

I 

7 

I 

better 

20. The Information System leads to productivity: 

curtailment enhancement 
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21. The Information System makes you more: 

ineffective 

I I I 

2 

I 

3 

I 

4 

I 

5 

I 

6 

I 

7 

I 

effective 

22. The Information System makes your job more: 

difficult 

I I I 

2 

I 

3 

I 

4 

I 

5 

I 

6 

I 

7 

I 

easy 

23. The Information System is: 

worthless 

I I I 

2 

I 

3 

I 

4 

I 

5 

I 

6 

I 

7 

I 

useful 
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SECTION D 

USER INVOLVEMENT 

24. Please indicate which of the following categories best corresponds with the 
level and type of involvement you had during the development of the 
Information System: 

Uninvited 
You were not involved at all as you were not invited. 

Unwilling 
You were not involved at all as you were unwilling to participate. 

Symbolic 
You were involved as a symbolic gesture and you had no influence. 

Advice 
You were involved as an advisor and asked for opinions at the 
discretion of the Information Systems staff. 

Weak Control 
You were involved and had to si1m off at the end of each staire of the 

~ ~ 

project and could request changes. 

Doing 
You were involved and formed an integral part of the project team. 

Strong Control 
You were involved and had a controlling interest over the Information 
Systems staff. 
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25. Please indicate which of the following categories best corresponds with the 
level and type of involvement you had during the implementation of the 
Information System: 

Uninvited 
You were not involved at all as you were not invited. 

Unwilling 
You were not involved at all as you were unwilling to participate. 

Symbolic 
You were involved as a symbolic gesture and you had no influence. 

Advice 
You were involved as an advisor and asked for opinions at the 
discretion of the Information Systems staff. 

Weak Control 
You were involved and had to sign off at the end of each stage of the 
project and could request changes. 

Doing 
You were involved and formed an integral part of the project team. 

Strong Control 
You were involved and had a controlling interest over the Information 
Systems staff. 
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APPENDIX D 

Sample Demographics 

The diagrams below provide a graphical illustration of the demographics of the 
sample respondents according to age, lenght of service and previous experience with 
information systems. 

Responses 

,oon 
801 ! 

I 
60 ~ 

I 
40 ~ 

i 
I 
i 
l 

20 ~ 

O' 

60 

< 30 

73 
/ 

35 

30 - 40 40 - 50 
Age (Years) 

Figure D.1 : Respondents per Age Category 
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j 

Responses n • 181 

70 62 

60 

50 43 43 

40 33 

30 
I 

20f 
10 

/ 
I 

0 
< 2 2 - 5 5 - 10 > 10 

Length of Service (Years) 

Figure D.2 : Respondents per Length of Service Category 
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Responses n • 181 

60u 
48 48 

45 
50 I I 

.o~ I 
I I 26 

30 ~ I 

I I 
20 L I 

I I 
I 

101 
0 

0 0 - 2 2 - 5 5 - 10 > 10 
Experience (Years) 

Figure D.3 : Respondents per Level of Information System Experience 
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APPENDIX E 

Sample Information System Objectives 

For each information system, the objectives and demographics are produced in the 

following tables . 

. The first table provides an overview of the information system demographics and 

number of responses to questionnaire 2. 

The second table details the objectives identified for the specific information 

system. The objectives have been determined from the answers to questionnaire 1 

completed by both users and information systems staff. In the table, the number of 

referring comments and percentage of the total is also provided. This information 

was not available to respondents when completing the second questionnaire. The 

last column indicates the organisational importance rank assigned to each objective 

based on the results from the questionnaire 2. 
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Information System Number One 

1 

Oil 

Stock System 

26 

Table E.1 : Demographics of Information System Number 1 

::::::::i1'':,:,:, ::::':':::::::::':::::::::':::,:,:,:,:,,,:::::,:,:,:,:::::::::~:::,:t::::=:1,::!:!:!~~ii!:::::1.ii.i.i:::::::::::::::::::::!=:=::!:::::::::!:i::::::::::::::;:::;:::;:;::::::::::::::::!,i::::::::::,:::::::::,:::: ,::::::::m,:::::, ::,:,:,::ii .. ~r:::::::::: :::::::::'::mt:::::::,: 

1 To provide accurate product tracking information. 29 27.62 4 

2 

3 

4 

5 

To assist in the controlling of product movement, stock 
variations and related activities 

To make efficient and effective use of computing 
resources · 

To make sure that there was sufficient flexibility to allow 
changes, enhancements, and correction of errors 

To make sure that it is user friendly 

Uncategorised statements 

28 26.67 

9 8.57 

13 12.38 

20 19.05 

6 5.71 

Table E.2 : Identified Objectives for Information System Number 1. 
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Information System Number Two 

2 

Retail 

Point of Sale 

13 

Table E.3 : Demographics of Information System Number 2 

:::i:;f~:iI: 
1 To capture accurate information relating to point of sale. 10 16.12 3 

2 To assist in the controlling of shrinkages and markdowns. 7 11.29 2 

3 To improve overall company performance through 14 22.58 5 
improved planning, buying and distribution of stock. 

4 To provide improved customer service. 9 14.51 4 

5 To make sure that it is user friendly. 5 8.06 1 

Uncategorised statements 17 27.4 

Table E.4 : Identified Objectives for Information System Number 2. 
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Information System Number Three 

3 

Insurance 

Specialist Application 

19 

Table E.5 : Demographics of Information System Number 3 

II~~j!i!ii: 
1 To provide accurate and timeous client information. 

2 To improve client service 

3 To improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the field 
staff. 

4 To assist field staff in conserving business and retaining 
clients. 

5 To reduce the costs associated with paper and postage of 
client information · 

Uncategorised statements 

30 

4 

19 

14 

6 

23 

31.25 

4.16 

19.79 

14.53 

6.25 

23.95 

Table E.6 : Identified Objectives for Information System Number 3. 
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Information System Number Four 

4 

Retail 

Purchase Order Management 

16 

Table E.7 : Demographics of Information System Numbe·r 4 

1 To capture, monitor and report on information relating to 
purchase orders. 

2 To assist in the management of the open to buy budget. 

3 To provide stock and sales information of goods by styles, 
colour, size and promotions. 

4 To provide online enquiry facilities to all inter.ested parties, 
both internal and external, regarding 'purchase orders. 

5 To provide information for other systems which are linked 
to it. 

Uncategorised statements 

33 50.76 

14 21.53 

6 9.23 

4 6.15 

3 4.61 

5 7.69 

Table E.8 : Identified Objectives for Information System Number 4. 
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Information System Number Five 

.5 

Retail 

Debtors System 

16 

Table E.9 : Demographics of Information System Number 5 

1 

2 

To improve the ease with which all account transactions 
are processed on a monthly basis 

To save time and money in the processing of all account 
transactions 

3 To improve customer service by providing up-to-date and 
accurate customer information 

4 To improve the accuracy of account processing and allow 
for easy correction of errors 

5 To assist marketing department with customer information 

Uncategorised statements 

12 

10 

10 

15 

3 

11 

19.67 

16.39 

16.39 

24.59 

4.91 

18.03 

Table E.10 : Identified Objectives for Information System Number 5. 
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Information System Number Six 

6 

Retail 

Point of Sale 

16 

Table E.11 : Demographics of Information System Number 6 

:::;::ii;:::::: 

1 To improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the store 
staff. 

2 To assist in controlling stock, oversells and mistakes. 

3 To improve the company's image. 

4 To improve customer service. 

5 To provide accurate and up to date information. 

Uncategorised statements 

36 

30 

20 

24 

18 

18 

24.65 

20.54 

13.69 

16.43 

12.32· 

12.32 

Table E.12 : Identified Objectives for Information System Number 6. 
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Information System Number Seven 

7 

Publishing 

Financial Accounting 

21 

Table E.13 : Demographics of Information System Number 7 

1 To provide comprehensive information for decision 8 8.42 2 
making and reporting 

2 To provide easy access to information for enquiries and 9 9.47 3 
reporting 

3 To provide online and up to date information 12 12.63 · 4 

4 To make sure it is user friendly 8 8.42 1 

5 To process all accounting,stock and sales information 37 38.94 5 

Uncategorised statements 21 22.10 

Table E.14 : Identified Objectives for information System Number 7. 
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Information System Number Eight 

8 

Retail 

Debtors Control System 

13 

Table E.15 : Demographics of Information System Number 8 

1 To assist with the following up of debtors 14 20.00 3 

2 To improve credit control and prevent bad debt 20 28.57 5 

3 To improve customer service 10 14.29 4 

4 To provide easy access to comprehensive customer 13 18.57' 1 
account information 

5 To improve credit controller efficiency and thereby 7 10.00 2 
reduce staff compliment 

Uncategorised statements 6 8.57 

Table E.16 : Identified Obj:ectives for Information System Number 8. 
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Information System Number Nine 

• 9 

Manufacturing 

Personnel System 

11 

Table E.17 : Demographics of Information System Number 9 

1 To keep accurate personal information regarding all 15 29.41 5 
employees 

2 To facilitate the electronic processing of salaries 7 13.72 4 

3 To provide effective statistical and other reporting on 9 17.64 2 
human resource issues 

4 To provide easy access to and updating of information 7 13.72 3 

5 To provide an integrated Human Resource Information 7 13.72 1 
. System 

Uncategorised statements 6 11.76 

Table E.18 : Identified Objectives for Information System Number 9. 
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Information System Number Ten 

10 

Oil 

Stock System 

15 

Table E.19 : Demographics of Information System Number 10 

1 To provide global stock reporting and loss/gain control The objectives 5 
f o r t h e 

2 To assist in the management of global stock and information 4 
accommodation balances system were 

3 To assist in making business decisions regarding oil 
isolated during a 

1 user forum 
supplies and oil distribution meeting which 

4 To provide stock accounting and control to assist in both users and 2 
information • 

securing stock assets 
system staff 

5 To provide product costing reporting attended. 3 

Uncategorised statements 

Table E.20 : Identified Objectives for Information System Number 10. 
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Information System Number Eleven 

11 

Public Sector 

Human Resource Management 

15 

Table E.21 : Demographics of Information System Number 11 

1 To provide easy access to and updating of employee 18 28.57 5 
information 

2 To keep accurate personal records regarding all 13 20.63 4 
employees 

3 To replace the manual system for storing and retrieving 10 15.87 3 
information 

4 To provide effective statistical and other reporting on 5 7.93 1 
human resource issues 

5 To provide a comprehensive and integrated human 12 19.04 2 
resource information system 

Uncategorised statements 5 7.93 

Table E.22 : Identified Objectives for Information System Number 11. 
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APPENDIX F 

Individual Information System Results 

The tables presented provide detailed results per respondent for each information 

system. The results have been ordered by type of user, namely, clerical, managerial 

or training and support. At the end of the table, the respective mean, maximum and 

minimum values, range, standard deviation and variance per variable is provided. 
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:: USER TYPE OF IS OBJECTIVE SCORES SCORE % SCORE % SCORE % INVOLVEMENT CAT. 
r., NO. USER AGE TEllURE EXP ONE HJO THREE FOUR FIVE SUCCESS SUCCESS ATTITUDE ATTITTUDE BELIEF BELIEF DEVELOP IMPLEMENT 

* :: 1 CLERICAL 41 11 11 24 20 5 12 18 79 75.24% 82 90.11% 42 100.00% 4 

ni 2 CLERICAL 27 7 7 24 25 5 14 21 89 84.76% 69 75.82% 37 88. 10% 1 
Cll 

i:'J'. 3 CLERICAL 40 10 7 20 30 6 12 21 89 84.76% 67 73.63% 37 88.10% 6 6 

= 4 CLERICAL 39 18 10 20 30 7 12 21 90 85.71% 79 86.81% 38 90.48% 4 4 

:: 5 MANAGERIAL 43 18 13 4 15 3 8 21 51 48. 57".4 62 68.13% 42 100.00% 1 1 
r., 
Cll 6 MANAGERIAL 37 14 14 8 10 3 12 ... 18 51 48.57% 57 62.64% 30 71.43% 4 3 
ni 

J 7 MANAGERIAL 32 10 6 16 10 4 8 18 56 53.33% 44 48.35% 30 71.43% 3 

~ 8 MANAGERIAL 53 20 8 16 15 4 10 12 57 54.29% 45 49.45% 25 59.52% 
ni 9 MANAGERIAL 31 10 0.5 16 15 5 8 15 59 56.19% 59 64.84% 37 88.10% 1 
Cll 
iii" 10 MANAGERIAL 39 16 10 20 5 4 10 21 60 57. 14% 45 49.45X 31 73.81% 3 3 

11 MANAGERIAL 48 16 10 16 20 4 10 12 62 59.05% 44 48.35X 28 66.67"1. 3 

12 MANAGERIAL 54 16 6 20 10 5 10 18 63 60.00% 59 64.84% 36 85.71% 1 

13 MANAGERIAL 51 20 20 12 30 3 10 12 67 63.81% 73 80.22% 31 73 .81% 4 4 

14 MANAGERIAL 51 20 20 12 30 3 10 12 67 63.81% 73 80.22% 31 73.81% 4 4 

15 MANAGERIAL 44 22 10 20 20 5 10 15 70 66.67% 70 76.92% 30 71.43% 4 4 

16 MANAGERIAL 27 6 6 20 15 5 10 21 71 67.62% 79 86.81% 35 83.33% 3 4 

17 MANAGERIAL 51 25 2 16 20 5 12 18 71 67.62% 68 74. 73% 37 88. 10% 1 

18 MANAGERIAL 40 6 .3 20 25 4 6 18 73 69.52% 68 74. 73% 27 64.29% 

19 MANAGERIAL 43 20 3 24 20 6 12 18 80 76. 19% 78 85.71% 34 80.95% 7 6 

20 MANAGERIAL 43 9 9 24 25 5 12 18 84 80.00% 82 90. 11% 41 97.62% 1 

21 MANAGERIAL 30 4.5 0.25 20 30 6 10 18 84 80.00% 63 69.23% 32 76.19% 3 

22 MANAGERIAL 44 17 10 24 30 5 14 18 91 86. 67".4 71 78.02% 32 76.19% 6 6 

23 MANAGERIAL 56 35 18 24 30 6 10 21 91 86.67".4 83 91.21% 38 90.48% 6 6 
24 MANAGERIAL 39 20 20 24 30 6 12 21 93 88.57% 86 94.51% 37 88. 10% 6 6 

25 TRAINING 52 29 10 24 25 6 14 21 90 85.71% 78 85.71% 38 90.48% 4 6 

26 TRAINING 47 19 13 28 25 6 14 21 94 89.52% 81 89.01% 40 95.24% 4 6 

AVERAGES 42.4 16. 1 9.5 19.1 21.5 4.8 10.8 18.0 74 70.77% 68 74.60% 34 82.05% 3 3 

MAXIMUM 56.0 35.0 20.0 28.0 30.0 7.0 14.0 21.0 94 89.52% 86 94.51% 42 100.00% 7 6 
MINIMUM 27.0 4.5 0.3 4.0 5.0 3.0 6.0 12.0 51 48.57".4 44 48.35% 25 59.52% 1 

.,, RANGE 29.0 30.5 19.8 24.0 25.0 4.0 8.0 9.0 43 40.95% 42 46. 15% 17 40.48% 6 5 
r., STD DEV 8.2 7.2 5.6 5.5 7.6 1. 1 2.0 3. 1 14 13. 27"!. 13 13.92% 5 11.00% 2 2 (IQ 
ni - VARIANCE 67.2 51. 7 31.2 29.9 57.2 1.2 4.1 9.7 194 1. 76% 160 1.94% 21 1. 21% 4 4 

""' TABLE F. 1 : Detailed Results for Information System Number 1. .... 



~-------

~ 
Ql ..., 
,:,- USER TYPE OF IS OBJECllVE SCORES SCORE % SCORE % SCORE % INVOLVEMENT CAT. 

~ 
~ 

NO. USER AGE TENURE EXP ONE T\JO THREE FOUR FIVE SUCCESS SUCCESS ATTITUDE ATTITTUDE BELIEF BELIEF DEVELOP IMPLEMENT 

"' 1 CLERICAL 23 7 1 21 14 35 28 7 105 100.00% 89 97.80% 42 100.00% 1 1 c. 
t:I 2 CLERICAL 38 9 0 21 14 35 28 7 105 100.00% 77 84.62X 35 83.33X 6 6 

~ 3 CLERICAL 24 5 0 18 10 30 24 7 89 84.76% 85 93.41% 38 90.48% 
Ql 4 CLERICAL 36 7 2 21 14 35 28 7 105 100.00% 88 96.70% 42 100.00% 6 6 
"' - 29 0.5 21 14 35 28 7 105 100.00% 86 ~ 5 CLERICAL 94.51% 42 100.00% 6 6 
:l 
~ 

6 CLERICAL 36 7 0 18 12 30 24 6 90 85.71% 78 85.71% 34 80.95% 3 

~ 
7 CLERICAL 39 15 2 21 12 35 24 7 99 94.29% 85 93.41% 42 100.00% 6 6 

"' 34 13 14 15 10 30 24 5 84 80.00% 84 92.31% 39 92.86% iii" 8 MANAGERIAL 6 6 
9 MANAGERIAL 39 3 1 21 12 35 24 7 99 94.29% 90 98.90'% 40 95.24% 6 3 

10 MANAGER I AL 41 19 0.5 21 10 30 20 6 87 82.86% 72 79.12% 36 85. 711 3 3 
11 MANAGERIAL 40 11 18 10 25 24 5 82 78.10% 59 64.84% 35 83.33% 3 6 
12 MANAGERIAL 42 0. 75 21 14 35 28 7 105 100.00% 86 94.51% 42 100.00X 6 6 
14 MANAGERIAL 46 19 18 6 20 12 5 61 58. 10% 66 72.53% 36 85.71% 7 4 
13 TRAINING 40 20 15 10 25 20 5 75 71.43% 88 96.70% 42 100.00% 6 6 

MEAN 36.2 9.8 1.8 19.3 11.6 31. 1 24.0 6.3 92 87.82% 81 88.93% 39 92.69" 5 5 
MAXIMUM 46.0 20.0 14.0 21.0 14.0 35.0 28.0 7.0 105 100.00% 90 98.90% 42 100.00% 7 6 
MINIMUM 23.0 1.0 0.0 15.0 6.0 20.0 12.0 5.0 61 58. 10% 59 64.84% 34 80.95% 1 
RANGE 23.0 19.0 14.0 6.0 8.0 15.0 16.0 2.0 44 41.90% 31 34.07% 8 19.05% 6 5 
STD DEV 6.4 6.3 3.4 2.2 2.3 4.7 4.3 0.9 13 12.45% 9 9.95% 3 7.28X 2 2 
VAR 41. 5 40.0 11. 9 4.8 5.2 22. 1 18.3 0.8 171 1. 55% 82 0.99% 9 0.53X 5 4 

TABLE F.2 : Detailed Results for Information System Number 2. 



:: 
r.:, ., % ,:-, USER TYPE OF IS OUJ[CTIVI: SCORES SCORE SCORE % SCORE " INVOLVEMENT CAT. 

:: NO. USER AGE TENURE EXP ONE T\JO THREE FOUR FIVE SUCCESS SUCCESS ATTITUDE ATTITTUDE BELIEF BELIEF DEVELOP IMPLEMENT 
nl 
Ill 1 MANAGERIAL 30 3 0.5 20 18 14 35 7 94 89.52% 86 94.51% 42 100.00% 4 4 
~ = 2 MANAGERIAL 27 3 3 24 21 10 30 5 90 85.71% 79 86.81% 42 100.00% 1 1 

:: 3 MANAGERIAL 27 8 8 20 18 4 25 6 73 69.52% 58 63.74% 33 78.57% 4 

r.:, 4 MANAGERIAL 27 5.5 1 28 21 14 35 7 105 100.00% 61 67.03% 42 100.00% 
Ill 

~ 5 MANAGERIAL 42 18 10 20 15 10 25 6 76 72.38% 59 64.84% 29 69.05% 4 6 

;;! 6 MANAGERIAL 27 4 0.5 28 21 12 30 7 98 93.33% 83 91.21% 40 95.24% 1 1 

; 7 MANAGERIAL 31 6 6 20 18 12 30 7 87 82.86% 74 81.32% 38 90.48% 3 
nl 
Ill 8 MANAGERIAL 42 16 8 20 15 10 20 3 68 64.76% 57 62.64% 25 59.52% 4 4 
iii" 

9 MANAGERIAL 42 22 5 24 18 12 30 3 87 82.86% 60 65.93X 36 85.71X 1 4 

10 MANAGERIAL 30 5 0 24 15 12 25 4 80 76. 19% 82 90. 11% 25 59.52% 4 4 

11 MANAGERIAL 34 7 0 20 15 12 30 4 81 77.14% 54 59.34% 31 73.81% 1 3 

12 MANAGERIAL 25 3.5 3.5 24 18 14 35 7 98 93.33% 65 71.43% 37 88.10% 4 5 

13 MANAGER I AL 28 28 21 14 35 7 105 100.00% 58 63.74% 30 71.43% 

14 MANAGERIAL 25 3 1 28 21 14 25 7 95 90.48% 82 90.11% 40 95.24% 6 6 

15 MANAGERIAL 32 5 5 28 21 14 35 7 105 100.00% 66 72.53% 42 100.00% 1 

16 MANAGERIAL 35 7 10 20 12 10 25 3 70 66.67% 63 69.23% 31 73.81% 

17 MANAGERIAL 26 1.5 6 20 12 10 30 3 75 71.43% 66 72.53% 33 78.57% 

18 MANAGERIAL 35 6 0 20 18 12 30 7 87 82.86% 76 83.52% 36 85.71% 4 4 

19 MANAGERIAL 30 11 6 20 21 14 35 7 97 92.38% 46 50.55% 36 85.71% 3 3 

MEAN 31.32 7.13 3.92 22.95 17.84 11. 79 29.74 5.63 88 83.76% 67 73.74% 35 83.71% 2 3 

MAXIMUM 42.00 22.00 10.00 28.00 21.00 14.00 35.00 7.00 105 100.00% 86 94.51% 42 100.00% 6 6 

MINIMUM 25.00 1.00 0.00 20.00 12.00 4.00 20.00 3.00 68 64.76% 46 50.55% 25 59.52% 1 1 

RANGE 17.00 21.00 10.00 8.00 9.00 10.00 15.00 4.00 37 35.24% 40 43.96% 17 40.48% 5 5 

STD DEV 5.51 5.58 3.39 3.39 3.00 2.42 4.43 1.66 12 11. 17"!. 11 12.31% 5 12.96% 2 2 

VARIANCE 30.32 31.13 11.51 11. 52 8.98 5.85 19.67 2.76 138 1.25% 125 1.52% 30 1.68% 3 3 

TABLE F.3: Detailed Results for Information System Number 3. 
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:: 
I» ., 
,:- USER TYPE OF IS OBJECTIVE SCORES SCORE % SCORE % SCORE % INVOLVEMENT CAT. 

:: NO. USER AGE TENURE EXP ONE n.10 THREE FOUR FIVE SUCCESS SUCCESS ATTITUDE ATTITTUDE BELIEF BELIEF DEVELOP IMPLEMENT 
fll 
{I) 1 CLERICAL 43 11 9 30 24 18 3 6 81 77.14% 70 76.92% 36 85.71X 6 6 
~ 
::, 2 CLERICAL 28 1 30 24 18 4 12 88 83.81% 55 60.44X 33 78.57" 

:: 3 CLERICAL 28 4 2 30 24 18 6 12 90 85.71% 76 83.52X 40 95.24X 
I» 4 CLERICAL 25 2 2 30 24 18 6 12 90 85.71% 63 69.23X 36 85.71X 1 3 
{I) ... 5 MANAGERIAL 42 13 10 30 28 3 7 14 82 78.10% 81 89.01% 38 90.48% 5 4 fll 
;l 

6 MANAGERIAL 45 22 0.5 30 24 18 5 10 87 82.86% 75 82.42X 36 85.71X 
~ 7 MANAGERIAL 40 14 4 25 20 18 2 8 73 69.52% 55 60.44% 32 76. 19% 
fll 
{I) 8 MANAGERIAL 35 14 10 30 24 18 5 10 87 82.86% 74 81.32% 36 85.71X 5 i;;· 

9 MANAGERIAL 30 7 7 25 12 3 3 12 55 52.38X 63 69.23% 36 85. 71X 

10 MANAGERIAL 35 11 6 20 20 15 6 12 73 69.52% 51 56.04% 32 76. 19% 

11 MANAGERIAL 41 12 15 30 28 9 7 10 84 80.00% 75 82.42% 38 90.48% 7 7 

12 MANAGERIAL 44 11 6 30 20 3 5 8 66 62.86% 60 65.93% 35 83.33% 4 4 

13 MANAGER I AL 39 5.5 21 30 24 3 7 14 78 74.29% 78 85.71% 32 76. 19% 7 7 

14 MANAGERIAL 33 12 12 25 24 6 6 12 73 69.52% 59 64.84% 37 88.10% 4 4 

15 MANAGERIAL 35 12 8 35 28 21 5 10 99 94.29% 75 82.42% 42 100.00% 1 1 

16 MANAGERIAL 42 10 12 35 24 3 8 71 67.62% 80 87.91% 42 100.00% 6 5 

MEAN 36.56 10.03 7.81 29.06 23.25 12.00 4.88 10.63 80 76.01% 68 74.86% 36 86.46% 3 3 

MAXIMUM 45 22 21 35 28 21 7 14 99 94.29% 81 89.01% 42 100.00% 7 7 

MINIMUM 25 1 0.5 20 12 3 6 55 52.38% 51 56.04% 32 76. 19% 1 

RANGE 20 21 20.5 15 16 18 6 8 44 41.90% 30 32.97" 10 23.81% 6 6 

STD DEV 6. 164 5. 1340 5.373 3.630921 3.799671 7.035623 1.763341 2.204399 11 10.09°-' 10 10.59% 3 7.37" 2 2 

VARIANCE 37.99 26.358 28.87 13. 18359 14.4375 49.5 3.109375 4.859375 112 1.02% 93 1.12% 10 0.54% 6 5 

TABLE F.4 : Detailed Results for Information System Number 4. 



::: 
c:.l ., 
:,:- USER TYPE Of IS OBJECl !VE SCORES SCORE % SCORE % SCORE % INVOLVEMENT CAT. 

::: NO. USER AGE TENURE EXP ONE T\JO THREE FOUR f IVE SUCCESS SUCCESS ATTITUDE ATTITTUDE BELIEF BELIEF DEVELOP IMPLEMENT 

"' rJl 1 CLERICAL 35 6 6 25 10 16 18 6 75 71.43% 73 80.22% 35 83.33X 4 4 
c. = 2 CLERICAL 21 3 3 15 8 8 9 5 45 42.86% 49 53.85% 32 76. 19" 

::: 3 CLERICAL 19 0.5 0 30 12 16 15 5 78 74.29% 55 60.44% 30 71.43X 

c:.l 4 CLERICAL 29 7 3 25 8 8 12 54 51.43% 66 72.53% 41 97.62X 
rJl - 81 77. 14X 52 78.57" 
"' 5 CLERICAL 28 5 4 35 12 12 18 4 57. 14% 33 ., 
rJl 

6 CLERICAL 32 5 4 25 8 12 9 5 59 56. 19% 54 59.34% 30 71.43X 

;l 7 CLERICAL 32 6 4 25 8 16 12 4 65 61. 90% 55 60.44% 30 71.43X 1 . 
"' rJl 

8 CLERICAL 42 4 4 30 14 28 21 7 100 95. 24X 86 94.51% 42 100.00X .;;· 
9 CLERICAL 27 2 3 25 12 20 18 6 81 77. 14% 53 58.24% 35 83.33X 

10 CLERICAL 31 6 6 20 10 4 15 4 53 50.48% 56 61. 54% 30 71.43X 4 4 

11 CLERICAL 26 1.5 2.5 25 12 24 15 6 82 78.10% 56 61.54% 33 78.57" 1 

12 CLERICAL 49 20 6 20 8 12 15 5 60 57. 14% 64 70.33% 33 78. 57" 4 4 

13 CLERICAL 63 14 14 20 4 8 21 4 57 54.29% 65 71.43% 35 83.33X 1 1 

14 CLERICAL 35 0.5 12 25 6 16 18 5 70 66.67% 59 64.84% 37 88.10X 

15 CLERICAL 38 6 6 30 10 20 18 6 84 80.00% 55 60.44% 35 83.33% 

16 MANAGERIAL 32 5 5 25 12 20 18 6 81 77.14% 67 73.63% 36 85.71X 6 6 

MEAN 33.69 5.72 5 .16 25.00 9.63 15.00 15. 75 4.94 70 66.96% 60 66.28% 34 81.40X 2 2 

MAXIMUM 63.00 20.00 14.00 35.00 14.00 28.00 21.00 7.00 100 95.24% 86 94.51% 42 100.00X 6 6 

MINIMUM 19.00 0.50 0.00 15.00 4.00 4.00 9.00 1.00 45 42.86% 49 53.85% 30 71.43% 1 

RANGE 44.00 19.50 14.00 20.00 10.00 24.00 12.00 6.00 55 52.38% 37 40.66% 12 28.57" 5 5 

STD DEV 10.41 4.82 3.36 {t.68 2.57 6.24 3.60 1.34 14 13 .63% 9 10.08% 4 8.43X 2 2 

VARIANCE 108.46 23. 28 11.30 21.88 6.61 39.00 12.94 1.81 205 1.86% 84 1.02% 13 0.71X 2 2 

TABLE F.5 : Detailed Results for Information System Nunber 5. 



:;:;: 
c.i .., USER TYPE OF IS OBJECTIVE SCORES SCORE " SCORE " SCORE " INVOLVEMENT CAT. ,:-

3: NO. USE.R AGE TENURE EXP ONE TWO THREE FOUR FIVE SUCCESS SUCCESS ATTITUDE ATTITTUDE BELIEF BELIEF DEVELOP IMPLEMENT 
fl) 

1 MANAGERIAL 32 5 0.3 12 9 7 28 35 91 "' 86.67" 68 74. 73% 42 100.00% 1 4 
2:. = 2 MANAGERIAL 49 2 0 14 12 7 16 10 59 56. 19" 75 82.42% 36 85.71% 1 1 

:;:;: 3 MANAGERIAL 24 0.3 4 10 21 7 24 30 92 87.62% 64 70.33% 38 90.48% 4 6 

c.i 4 MANAGERIAL 23 0 8 10 18 4 16 35 83 79.05% 57 62 .64% 40 95.24% 6 6 

"' ... 5 MANAGERIAL 37 5 0.2 12 15 7 28 35 97 92.38% 67 73.63% 37 88.10% 1 
fl) 

;;! 6 MANAGERIAL 26 3 0.1 10 18 6 24 30 88 83.81% 67 73.63% 42 100.00% 4 6 

~ 7 MANAGERIAL 23 2 14 21 7 28 35 105 100.00% 91 100.00% 42 100.00% 6 
fl) 

"' 8 MANAGERIAL 24 0.3 4 12 18 6 24 30 90 85.71% 66 72.53% 34 80.95% 4 6 ~-
9 MANAGERIAL 64 2 0 14 21 7 28 35 105 100.00% 84 92.31% 42 100.00% 1 

10 MANAGERIAL 31 4 0.2 14 21 7 28 35 105 100.00% 91 100.00% 42 100.00% 4 4 

11 MANAGERIAL 29 1 14 21 7 28 35 105 100.00% 86 94.51% 42 100.00% 1 

12 MANAGERIAL 31 0 14 15 7 28 25 89 84. 76% 77 84.62% 36 85.71% 

13 MANAGERIAL 33 1 6 10 15 6 24 30 85 80.95% 77 84 .62% 38 90.48% 1 

14 MANAGERIAL 30 2 4 12 18 7 24 30 91 86.67" 80 87.91% 42 100.00% 4 6 

15 MANAGERIAL 38 4.5 0.3 14 21 7 28 35 105 100.00% 91 100.00% 42 100.00X 4 6 

16 TRAINING 27 4 0 12 3 5 24 10 54 51.43% 63 69.23% 36 85.71% 6 7 

AVERAGES 32.56 2.32 1.82 12.38 16.69 6.50 25.00 29.69 90.25 0.86 75.25 0.83 39.44 0.94 2.75 3.94 

MAXIMUM 64.00 5.00 8.00 14.00 21.00 7.00 28.00 35.00 105.00 1.00 91.00 1.00 42.00 1.00 6.00 7.00 

MINIMUM 23.00 0.00 0.00 10.00 3.00 4.00 16.00 10.00 54.00 0.51 57.00 0.63 34.00 0.81 1.00 1.00 

RANGE 41.00 5.00 8.00 4.00 18.00 3.00 12.00 25.00 51.00 0.49 34.00 0.37 8.00 0.19 5.00 6.00 

STD DEV 10.42 1.67 2.47 1 .62 4.97 0.87 3.87 8.00 14.82 0.14 10.75 0. 12 2.83 0.07 1.85 2.38 

VARIANCE 108.50 2.78 6.08 2.61 24. 71 0.75 15.00 63.96 219.69 0.02 115.56 0.01 8.00 0.00 3.44 5.68 

Table F.6 : Detailed Results for Information System Number 6. 



:: 
l:il ., 
,:- USER TYPE OF IS OBJECTIVE SCORES SCORE x SCORE x SCORE x INVOLVEMENT CAT. 

:: NO. USER AGE TENURE EXP ONE TIJO . THREE FOUR FIVE SUCCESS SUCCESS ATTITUDE ATTITTUDE BELIEF BELIEF DEVELOP IMPLEMENT 
Ill 
Cll 1 CLERICAL 30 7.5 1.5 12 18 28 6 30 94 89.52% 70 76.92X 36 85.71X 1 4 
~ 
1:1 2 CLERICAL 19 1. 5 1. 5 10 18 20 5 30 83 79.05% 63 69.23X 33 78.57X 1 4 

:: 3 CLERICAL 37 8 2 12 18 24 6 30 90 85.71% 73 80.22% ,36 85.71% 

l:il 4 CLERICAL 30 2 0.666 12 21 28 7 35 103 98.10% 78 85.71% 36 85.71% 
Cll 
;: 5 CLERICAL 37 19 2 6 9 16 20 52 49.52% 54 59.34% 18 42.86% 
;;i 

;i 
6 CLERICAL 39 6 12 18 24 7 35 96 91.43% 79 86.81% 38 90.48% 

Ill 7 CLERICAL 33 10 0 12 21 28 7 35 103 98.10% 81 89.01% 36 85.71% 6 6 
Cll 27 7 5 24 25 79 75.24% 66 72.53% 34 80.95% 4 4 ;;;· 8 CLERICAL 10 15 5 

9 CLERICAL 42 3 9 12 21 24 5 35 97 92.38% 73 80.22% 39 92.86% 3 3 

10 CLERICAL 40 9 2 12 21 28 7 35 103 98.10% 82 90.11% 42 100.00% . 3 

11 CLERICAL 53 10 5 12 15 20 5 25 77 73.33% 55 60.44% 42 100.00% 4 

12 CLERICAL 45 2 5 8 9 20 4 25 66 62.86% 58 63. 74% 28 66.67% 1 

13 CLERICAL 38 3 18 14 18 28 7 35 102 97.14% 88 96.70% 42 100.00% 6 

14 CLERICAL 32 2 2 10 15 24 4 25 78 74.29% 57 62.64% 27 64.29% 1 

15 CLERICAL 27 7 4 2 15 20 4 35 76 72.38% 55 60.44% 34 80.95% 

16 CLERICAL 27 8 4 14 21 28 5 30 98 93.33% 71 78.02% 29 69.05% 5 

17 CLERICAL 34 2 2 12 18 24 6 30 90 85.71% 78 85.71% 42 100.00% 

18 CLERICAL 31 3 3 8 9 20 4 25 66 62.86% 58 63.74% 28 66.67% 

19 MANAGERIAL 30 3 7 10 15 20 6 25 76 72.38% 66 72.53% 33 78.57% 

20 MANAGERIAL 50 4.5 8 10 21 28 6 35 100 95.24% 78 85.71% 33 78.57% 4 4 

21 MANAGERIAL 39 10 4 2 12 20 5 35 74 70.48% 64 70.33% 41 97.62% 

AVERAGES 35.24 6.07 4.13 10. 10 16.57 23.62 5.33 30.24 85.86 0.82 68.90 0.76 34.62 0.82 1.76 2.43 

MAXIMUM 53.00 19.00 18.00 14.00 21.00 28.00 7.00 35.00 103.00 0.98 88.00 0.97 42.00 1.00 6.00 6.00 

MINIMUM 19.00 1.50 0.00 2.00 9.00 16.00 1.00 20.00 52.00 0.50 54.00 0.59 18.00 0.43 1.00 1.00 

RANGE 34.00 17.50 18.00 12.00 12.00 12.00 6.00 15.00 51.00 0.49 34.00 0.37 24.00 0.57 5.00 5.00 

STD DEV 7.94 4.14 3.89 3.24 3.99 3.68 1.43 4.75 14.28 0. 14 10.08 0.11 6.01 0.14 1.44 1.79 

VARIANCE 63.04 17.17 15.16 10.47 15.96 13.57 2.03 22.56 203.93 0.02 101. 71 0.01 36.14 0.02 2.09 3.20 

Table F.7: Detailed Results for Information System Nunber Seven. 
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3: 
Dl 
..... 
:,:- USER TYPE OF IS OBJ[CllVE SCORES SCORE x SCORE x SCORE x INVOLVEMENT CAT. 
3: NO. 
tD 

USER AGE TENURE EXP ONE TIJO THREE FOUR FIVE SUCCESS SUCCESS ATTITUDE ATTITTUOE BELIEF BELIEF DEVELOP IMPLEMENT 
II) 1 CLERICAL 34 3 3 18 30 24 6 12 90 85.71X 79 86.81X 39 92.86X 1 ~ 
::i 2 CLERICAL 38 11 3 18 30 24 7 12 91 86.67X 60 65.93X 40 95.24X 1 

3: 3 CLERICAL 46 13 16 12 25 20 4 10 71 67.62X 35 38.46X 17 40.48X 
Dl 4 CLERICAL 34 0 21 30 28 6 8 93 88.57X 60 65.93X 34 80.95X 
II) 
~ 

21 0.6 0.6 21 28 7 103 98.10X tD 5 CLERICAL 35 12 74 81.32X 39 92.86X 
J 

6 CLERICAL 24 1 1 21 30 28 7 14 100 95.24X 61 67.03X 38 90.48X 
;i 7 CLERICAL 68 20 20 15 30 24 7 10 86 81.90X 63 69.23X 35 83.33X 
tD 
II) 

8 CLERICAL 35 1 18 35 28 6 10 97 92.38X 68 36 85.71X ;;· 74. 73X 
9 CLERICAL 35 18 18 15 20 16 4 8 63 60.00X 48 52. 75X 23 54.76X 

10 CLERICAL 41 4 4 18 30 28 7 12 95 90.48X 66 72.53X 36 85. 71X 3 3 
11 MANAGERIAL 50 2.5 2.5 15 30 24 . 6 10 85 80.95X 69 75.82X 35 83.33X 
12 MANAGERIAL 45 6 21 18 30 20 5 12 85 80.95X 79 86.81X 34 80.95X 6 
13 MANAGERIAL 38 5 20 15 25 20 5 10 75 71.43X 49 53.85X 25 59.52X 1 

AVERAGES 39.15 6.62 8.47 17 .31 29.23 24.00 5.92 10.77 87.23 0.83 62.38 0.69 33.15 0.79 1.15 1.54 
MAXIMUM 68.00 20.00 21.00 21.00 35.00 28.00 7.00 14.00 103.00 0.98 79.00 0.87 40.00 0.95 3.00 6.00 
MINIMUM 21.00 0.60 0.00 12.00 20.00 16.00 4.00 8.00 63.00 0.60 35.00 0.38 17.00 0.40 1.00 1.00 
RANGE 47.00 19.40 21.00 9.00 15.00 12.00 3.00 6.00 40.00 0.38 44.00 0.48 23.00 0.55 2.00 5.00 
STD DEV 11.38 6.44 8.46 2.67 3.85 3.84 1.07 1.67 11.21 0. 11 12.17 0.13 6.76 0.16 0.53 1.39 
VARIANCE 129.51 41.49 71.63 7. 14 14.79 14.77 1.15 2.79 125.72 0.01 148.08 0.02 45.67 0.03 0.28 1.94 

Table F.8: Detailed Results for Information System NUTber Eight. 



:: 
Qi 

* USER TYPE OF IS OBJECTIVE SCORES SCORE x SCORE x SCORE x INVOLVEMENT CAT. 
:: NO. USER AGE TENURE EXP ONE TWO THREE FOUR FIVE SUCCESS SUCCESS ATTITUDE ATTITTU>E BELIEF BELIEF DEVELOP IMPLEMENT 
"' Ill 

1 CLERICAL 28 3.5 2 30 20 12 79 75.24X ~ 12 5 68 74.73X 32 76.19X 1 1 
:::, 2 CLERICAL 47 18 4 35 24 12 21 7 99 94.29X 61 67.03X 27 64.29X 1 

:: 3 CLERICAL 34 6 0.5 30 28 12 15 5 90 85.71X 61 67.03X 37 88.10X 
Qi 4 CLERICAL 42 12 7 15 20 6 9 5 55 52.38% 44 48.35X 30 71.43X Ill ;- 5 MANAGERIAL 24 1.5 1.5 25 20 12 21 5 83 79.05X 43 47.25X 42 100.00X .... 
Ill 

;i 6 MANAGERIAL 27 4 4 30 24 12 18 6 90 85.71X 73 80.22X 36' 85.71X 

"' 7 MANAGERIAL 29 5.5 4 30 20 6 9 3 68 64.76% 54 59.34X 32 76.19X 4 
Ill 
i;;· 8 MANAGERIAL 25 0.5 0 30 24 12 15 5 86 81.90X 54 59.34X 35 83.33X 1 

9 MANAGERIAL 30 5 3 30 28 10 18 5 91 86.67X 63 69.23X 32 76.19X 

10 MANAGERIAL 23 2.5 2 30 24 10 15 3 82 78.10X 65 71.43X 33 78.57X 

11 MANAGERIAL 23 1. 5 25 24 8 15 4 76 72.38% 50 54.95X 34 80.95X 

AVERAGES 30. 18 5.45 2.64 28.18 23.27 10. 18 15.27 4.82 81.73 0.78 57.82 0.64 33.64 0.80 1.00 1.27 

MAXIMUM 47.00 18.00 7.00 35.00 28.00 12.00 21.00 7.00 99.00 0.94 73.00 0.80 42.00 1.00 1.00 4.00 

MINIMUM 23.00 0.50 0.00 15.00 20.00 6.00 9.00 3.00 55.00 0.52 43.00 0.47 27.00 0.64 1.00 1.00 

RANGE 24.00 17.50 7.00 20.00 8.00 6.00 12.00 4.00 44.00 0.42 30.00 0.33 15.00 0.36 0.00 3.00 

STD DEV 7.52 4.97 1.93 4.90 2.86 2.33 3.93 1. 11 11.62 0.11 9.21 0.10 3.75 0.09 0.00 0.86 

VARIANCE 56.51 24.66 3.73 23.97 8.20 5.42 15.47 1.24 134.93 0.01 84.88 0.01 14.05 0.01 0.00 0.74 

Tabhle F.9 : Detailed Results for Information System Nunber Nine. 



:: 
Cl 

* USER TYPE OF IS OBJECTIVE SCORES SCORE " SCORE x SCORE " INVOLVEMENT CAT. 

:: NO. USER AGE TENURE EXP ONE T\10 THREE FOUR FIVE SUCCESS SUCCESS ATTITUDE ATTITTUOE BELIEF BELIEF DEVELOP IMPLEMENT 
fll 
Ill 1 MANAGERIAL 36 13 8 30 20 5 12 18 85 80.95X 65 71.43X 34 80.951 5 5 
i:'5: 
ti 2 MANAGERIAL 29 5 4 30 24 5 10 18 87 82.86X 67 73.63X 34 80.951 3 

~ 3 MANAGERIAL 38 14 12 25 20 4 10 9 68 64.76X 47 51 .65X 29 69.0SX 5 5 

Cl 4 MANAGERIAL 43 9 20 35 28 5 14 15 97 92.38X 59 64.84X 38 90.481 3 1 
Ill ... 59.0SX 34 80.951 , 1 ~ 5 MANAGERIAL 37 20 2 20 16 4 10 12 62 59 64.84X 
~ 
; 6 MANAGERIAL 31 13 4 25 16 4 10 15 70 66.67" 72 79.12X 28 66.671 6 6 

~ 
7 MANAGERIAL 35 15 7 25 24 4 4 3 60 57. 14X · 72 79.12X 34 80.951 1 1 

!!,!. 8 MANAGERIAL 38 13 10 30 16 3 Ill 6 3 58 55.241 54 59.34X 25 59.52X 

9 MANAGERIAL 42 22 18 30 24 5 10 15 84 80.00X 71 78.02X 36 85.71X 7 6 

10 MANAGERIAL 29 3.5 3.5 20 16 4 8 15 63 60.00X 67 73.63X 25 59.521 1 

11 MANAGERIAL 24 3 3 35 28 6 12 21 102 97. 14X 78 85.71X 37 88. 101 1 1 

12 MANAGERIAL 33 4 4 15 24 4 12 15 70 66.67" 72 79. 12X 35 83.331 3 3 

13 MANAGER !AL 55 36 15 10 12 1 12 21 56 53.33X 66 72 .53" 35 83.33X 

14 MANAGERIAL 37 15 3 25 24 6 12 18 85 80.95X 76 83.52X 36 85.71X 

15 MANAGERIAL 34 1. 5 1.5 30 24 6 14 21 95 90.48X 65 71.43X 30 71.431 

AVERAGES 36.07 12.47 7.67 25.67 21.07 4.40 10.40 14.60 76.13 0.73 66.00 0.73 32.67 0.78 2.53 2.47 

MAXI HUM 55.00 36.00 20.00 35.00 28.00 6.00 14.00 21.00 102.00 0.97 78.00 0.86 38.00 0.90 7.00 6.00 

MINIMUM 24.00 1.50 1.50 10.00 12.00 1.00 4.00 3.00 56.00 0.53 47.00 0.52 25.00 0.60 1.00 1.00 

RANGE 31.00 34.50 18.50 25.00 16.00 5.00 10.00 18.00 46.00 0.44 31.00 0.34 13.00 0.31 6.00 5.00 

STD DEV 7.01 8.75 5.82 6.80 4.73 1.25 2.65 5.57 14.85 0.14 8.10 0.09 4.06 0.10 2.09 1.96 

VARIANCE 49.13 76.48 33.92 46_.22 22.33 1.57 7.04 31.04 220.38 0.02 65.60 0.01 16.49 0.01 4.38 3.85 

Table F.10 : Detailed Results for Information System Nunber Ten. 
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:: 
Ol ., 
:,:- USER lYPE OF IS OBJECTIVE SCORES SCORE " SCORE " SCORE " INVOLVEMENT CAT. 
3: NO. USER AGE TENURE EXP ONE TIJO THREE FOUR FIVE SUCCESS success ATTllUDE ATTITTUDE BELIEF BELIEF DEVELOP IMPLEMENT n, 
ti> 

1 CLERICAL 40 14 6 25 20 12 6 10 73 69.52% 62 68.13% 26 61.90% 1 1 ~ 
= 2 CLERICAL 37 20 7 25 . 20 15 5 10 75 71.43% 59 64.84% 31 73.81% 1 1 
3: 3 CLERICAL 28 7 7 35 24 15 5 10 89 84.76% 62 68.13% 36 85.71% 4 4 
Ol 4 CLERICAL 31 3 3 25 24 12 4 10 75 71.43% 70 76.92% 29 69.05% 1 ti> .... n, 5 CLERICAL 28 2.5 5 35 28 21 5 ., 
ti> 

10 99 94.29% 63 69.23% 33 78.57X 4 4 

; 6 CLERICAL 22 9 8 20 16 12 4 8 60 57. 14% 60 65.93% 32 76.19% 4 4 
n, 7 CLERICAL 45 27 20 25 12 18 5 8 68 64.76% 59 64.84% 29 69.05% 4 4 ~- 8 CLERICAL 34 14 7 25 24 18 6 12 85 80.95% 67 73.63% 35 83.33% 4 4 ti> 

9 CLERICAL 31 4 4 10 20 12 1 6 49 46.67% 45 49.45% 24 57.14% 1 
10 CLERICAL 26 10 7 20 12 15 5 10 62 59.05% 56 61.54% 25 59.52% 1 
11 CLERICAL 21 3 3 35 20 15 4 8 82 78.10% 46 50.55% 37 88.10% 4 3 
12 MANAGERIAL 54 10 6 15 24 15 5 8 67 63.81% 48 52.75% 33 78.57X 6 
13 MANAGER I AL 33 12 8 30 20 15 5 12 82 78. 10% 66 72.53% 34 80.95% 4 4 
14 MANAGERIAL 36 19 4 30 24 21 6 12 93 88.57% 75 82.42% 37 88.10% 4 4 
15 MANAGERIAL 37 14 12 30 24 18 6 12 90 85.71% 64 70.33% 34 80.95% 1 

AVERAGES 33.53 11.23 7.13 25.67 20.80 15.60 4.80 9.73 76.60 0.73 60.13 0.66 31.67 0.75 2.60 2.87 
MAXIMUM 54.00 27.00 20.00 35.00 28.00 21.00 6.00 12.00 99.00 0.94 75.00 0.82 37.00 0.88 4.00 6.00 
MINIMUM 21.00 2.50 3.00 10.00 12.00 12.00 1.00 6.00 49.00 0.47 45.00 0.49 24.00 0.57 1.00 1.00 
RANGE 33.00 24.50 17.00 25.00 16.00 9.00 5.00 6.00 50.00 0.48 30.00 0.33 13.00 0.31 3.00 5.00 
STD DEV 8.34 6.83 4.10 7.04 4.43 2.94 1.22 1. 77 13.34 0.13 8.27 0.09 4.09 0.10 1.50 1.63 
VARIANCE 69.58 46.63 16.78 49.56 19.63 8.64 1.49 3. 13 177.84 0.02 68.38 0.01 16.76 0.01 2.24 2.65 

Table F. 11 : Detailed Results for Information System Nunber Eleven. 



APPENDIX G 

Association Measures· User Involvement 

The following tables provide the detailed association measures for user involvement 

in development and implementation, and information system success, user attitude 

and user belief. 

Table G.1 Association Measures - User Involvement m Development and 
Information System Success 

Table G.2 Association Measures - User Involvement in Implementation and 
Information System Success 

Table G.3 Association Measures - User Involvement in Development and User 
Attitude 

Table G.4 Association Measures - User Involvement in Implementation and 
User Attitude 

Table G.5 Association Measures - User Involvement in Development and User 
Belief 

Table G.6 · Association Measures - User Involvement in Implementation and 
User Belief 
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1 26 24 0.5079 0.0111 0.3768 0.0158 Yes 

2 14 u -0.0652 0.8140 -0.0728 0.9523 No 

3 19 17 -0.0925 0.6949 -0.0777 0.6896 No 

4 16 14 -0.2517 0.3296 -0.1889 0.3537 No 

5 16 14 -0.1188 0.6454 -0.0906 0.6731 No 

6 16 14 -0.2979 0.2485 -0.2527 0.2417 No 

7 21 19 .. 0.2558 0.2527 0.2177 0.2352 No 

8 13 11 0.2318 0.4220 0.1974 0.4220 No 

9 11 9 1.0000 0.0000 1.0000 0.3173 No 

10 15 13 0.1598 0.5499 0.1324 0.5341 No 

11 15 13 0.4338 0.1046 0.3687 0.1046 No 

Total 181 179 0.0945 0.2047 0.0740 0.2019 No 

Table G.1 : Association Measures - User Involvement in Development and 
Information System Success 
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1 26 24 0.6264 0.0017 0.5026 . 0.0011 Yes 

2 14 12 0.0765 0.7826 0.0582 0.8006 No 

3 19 17 -0.2715 0.2494 -0.2183 0.2372 No 

4 16 14 -0.2733 0.2898 -0.1889 0.3533 No 

5 16 14 -0.1188 0.6454 -0.0906 0.6731 No 

6 16 14 -0.1759 0.4957 -0.1472 0.4872 No 

7 21 19 0.6196 0.0056 0.5103 0.0039 Yes 

8 13 11 0.0044 0.9879 0.0000 1.0000 No 

9 11 9 -0.4009 0.2049 -0.3443 0.2049 No 

10 15 13 0.1124 0.6741 0.0728 0.7341 No 

11 15 13 0.2072 0.4382 0.1898 0.3816 No 

Total 181 179 0.1528 0.0403 0.1181 0.0382 Yes 

Table G.2 Association Measures - User Involvement in Implementation and 
Information System Success 

0 
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··------1 26 24 0.4843 0.0155 0.3695 0.0180 Yes 

2 14 u 0.0381 0.8907 0.0278 0.9016 No 

3 19 17 0.2218 0.3467 0.1689 o.3m No 

4 16 14 0.5003 0.0527 o.3m 0.0636 Inconclusive 

5 16 14 0.4668 0.0706 0.3900 0.0704 Inconclusive 

6 16 14 -0.4444 0.0852 -0.3744 0.0782 Inconclusive 

7 21 19 0.1201 0.5913 0.1053 0.5665 No 

8 13 11 0.0774 0.7887 0.0662 0.7887 No 

9 11 9 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 No 

10 15 13 -0.0731 0.7843 -0.0737 0.7333 No 

11 15 13 0.2789 0.2968 0.2370 0.2968 No 

Total 181 179 0.3030 0.0000 0.2374 0.0000 Yes 

Table G.3 : Association Measures - User Involvement in Development and User 
Attitude 
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1 26 24 0.5739 0.0041 0.4219 0.0063 Yes 

2 14 12 -0.1057 0.7031 -0.0833 0.7107 No 

3 19 17 0.0078 0.9736 0.0202 0.9120 No 

4 16 14 0.4001 O.U13 0.2883 0.1566 No 

5 16 14 0.4668 0.0706 0.3900 0.0704 Inconclusive 

6 16 14 -0.3296 0.2018 -0.2661 0.2022 No 

7 21 19 0.4930 0.0275 0.3972 0.0251 Yes 

8 13 11 0.3898 0.1769 0.3349 0.1679 No 

9 11 9 -0.1507 0.6357 -0.1303 0.6337 No 

10 15 13 0.0429 0.8730 0.0371 0.8685 No 

11 15 13 0.1329 0.6189 0.1068 0.6226 No 

Total 181 179 0.3271 0.0000 0.2503 0.0000 Yes 

Table G.4: Association Measures - User Involvement in Implementation and User 
Attitude 
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·=======i 1 26 24 0.0616 0.7580 0.0453 0.7754 No 

2 14 12 0.2889 0.2976 0.2421 0.3031 No 

3 19 17 -0.1591 0.4998 -0.1267 0.5182 No 

4 16 14 0.1623 0.5296 0.1560 0.4568 No 

5 16 14 0.0059 0.9817 0.0137 0.9512 No 

6 16 14 -0.0113 0.7825 -0.0611 0.7879 No 

7 21 19 0.1629 0.4662 0.1389 0.4583 No 

8 13 11 0.1164 0.6869 0.1007 0.6869 No 

9 11 9 1.0000 0.0000 1.0000 0.3173 No 

10 15 13 0.0756 0.7773 0.0499 0.8192 No 

11 15 13 0.6363 0.0193 0.5452 0.0173 Yes 

Total 181 179 0.1617 0.0301 0.1291 0.0295 Yes 

Table G.5 : Association Measures - User Involvement in Development and User 
Belief 
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1 26 24 0.1847 0.3556 0.1701 0.2783 No 

2 14 12 0.2531 0.3615 0.1907 0.4028 No 

3 19 17 -0.2435 0.3016 -0.1738 0.3537 No 

4 16 14 0.1432 0.5793 0.1352 0.5187 No 

5 16 14 0.0055 0.9817 0.0137 0.9513 No 

6 16 14 0.0483 0.8515 0.0468 0.8338 No 

7 21 19 .0.1160 0.6041 0.0802 0.6571 No 

8 13 11 -0.0747 0.7959 -0.0727 0.7670 No 

9 11 9 -0.2018 0.5233 -0.1754 0.5233 No 

10 15 13 -0.1125 0.6738 -0.1131 0.6066 No 

11 15 13 0.5229 0.0504 0.3593 0.0706 Inconclusive 

Total 181 179 0.1537 0.0392 0.1210 0.0382 Yes 

Table G.6: Association Measures - User Involvement in Implementation and User 
Belief 
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